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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
As the new Chairman, I am humbled to walk in the footsteps of Dr Janine Kirk AM, who
has led ARMI through an amazing first 10 years. While her past contributions and strategic
thinking helped to put the Institute on a path of growth, Professor Kirk has agreed to
continue contributing in the future as an ARMI Ambassador – she is a true friend of ARMI.
Professor Kirk will be joining our other illustrious ARMI Ambassadors, the Hon. John
Brumby AO and the Hon. Dr Kay Patterson AO who were also both former Board
members. The Institute is fortunate to have such talented people in our corner and I look
forward to working with them in the future.
I feel privileged to be involved in such an excellent institute in one of the most exciting
fields of life sciences and medical research. Our ability to continue providing global
research leadership in these fields is because of the vision and outstanding support
of Monash University and both the Victorian and Australian governments and their
parliamentary representatives over the past 10 years.

Mr Tim Murphy

This year, 2019, is a landmark
year. It is both a celebration of a
decade of research excellence
and the year marking the
cusp of our exciting future in
regenerative medicine.

We are especially grateful for the support we receive from Professor Christina
Mitchell AO, Dean of Monash University’s Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health
Sciences. Many of Monash University’s units also support our work, and I would like to
acknowledge the work of the offices of External Relations, Development and Alumni,
philanthropy and fundraising as well as the Provost, the Global Engagement team, the
Industry Engagement team and the Monash Research Office.
The vision of the Victorian Government was critical during the establishment of ARMI, and
we have continued to have their support. The Australian Government has also helped us
with various initiatives and continues to support our researchers with project funding.
While maintaining an exceptional research program in regenerative medicine and stem
cell research, ARMI continues its global agenda to engage with industry and make clinical
connections to drive the translation of our cutting-edge research into treatments and
medical devices to improve clinical care.
Driving the Institute’s agenda is the expert Executive Leadership Team, led by Director
Professor Peter Currie and comprising Mr Silvio Tiziani, Emeritus Professor Claude
Bernard, Professors James Bourne and Graham Lieschke, Associate Professor Edwina
McGlinn and Ms Penny Rowlett.
To accelerate the translation of Australia’s regenerative medicine research discoveries
and technologies into therapies, the Institute is now working closely with the successful
Centre for Commercialization of Regenerative Medicine (CCRM) in Canada. The national
initiative, CCRM Australia, benefits all of Australia’s regenerative medicine sector, both in
academic research and in industry.
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The past 10 years have been action-packed with the recruitment of research talent,
the expansion of our industry connections, programs and global academic networks,
the establishment of the Master of Biotechnology at Monash University and a new
international journal with the Nature Publishing Group.
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While celebrating the past, I am also especially excited about ARMI’s future. Initially, to
be implemented from 2020, I am pleased to report that the Institute leadership team
has already started the implementation of a broadened and skills-based Executive team
drawn from existing research and professional staff.
Finally, during 2019 I have enjoyed working with my colleagues on the Leadership Advisory
Board. I would like to personally thank Mr Andrew Brough, Professor Peter Currie,
Emeritus Professor Claude Bernard, Mr Andrew Dyer, Dr Tangerine Holt, Mr Jeremy Nestel,
Associate Professor David Rhodes, Mr Silvio Tiziani, Dr Zita Unger and Ms Sonya Walker.
I look forward to contributing to the Institute’s bright future, engaging with our world-class
researchers and liaising with stakeholders as we head into our second decade.

Mr Tim Murphy, Chairman
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Professor Marc Parlange, Monash University Provost and Senior Vice-President, providing the opening address at ARMI’s Opening the Vault
event co-hosted by the Convergence Science Network.
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE
DIRECTOR’S REPORT
As the field of regenerative medicine has grown over the past 10 years, the Institute
has taken a leadership role in advancing regenerative medicine nationally and
promoting Australia’s regenerative medicine research credentials on a global stage.
Such is our international recognition that the prestigious Nature Publishing Group
invited us to establish npj Regenerative Medicine, an open-access journal dedicated to
publishing high-quality research in regenerative medicine.
Over our first 10 years, ARMI has continued to forge global links. Along with the federal
government, ARMI was instrumental in formalising Australia’s associate membership of
the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) and creating a Partner Laboratory
that is now national, with 15 research group leaders in five states and territories.
We have also built other strong international connections with colleagues in North and
South America, Japan and in Hong Kong.
Professor Peter Currie

ARMI first opened its doors in
2009 to fulfil the potential of
the new field of regenerative
medicine and the vision of
Founding Director Professor
Nadia Rosenthal, Monash
University and the Victorian
State Government.

Many talented people and innovative organisations have contributed to our success
during our first decade of operation. Our Leadership Advisory Board was expertly
chaired for 10 years by Professor Janine Kirk AM, and we are pleased to welcome Mr
Tim Murphy as the new Chair who will lead us into our second decade.
I want to acknowledge the support of our scientific peers, our community of
researchers. Over the last 10 years, we have been fortunate to have had the support of
research institute directors from around Australia.
We are particularly lucky to have had the support of Monash University, especially the
three deans of the Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences – Professor Ed
Byrne AC, Professor Steven Wesselingh, and our current Dean, Professor Christina
Mitchell.
Finally, I would like to thank all staff and students who have contributed to ARMI over
our first 10 years. Professor Nadia Rosenthal established ARMI as only the second
specialised regenerative medicine institute in the world and her international focus
to attract the world’s best minds was part of my motivation for being involved in
establishing the Institute. I thank Nadia for her leadership.
In 2018, the Board Strategy Advisory Sub-Committee, chaired by Dr Zita Unger, began
developing a new five-year strategic plan to build on our first decade and provide a
map for the road ahead. The map was initially to be implemented from 2020 and I am
pleased to report that the Institute leadership team has already started working on it.
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In 2019, we broadened our Executive team with skills-based appointments from
ARMI’s research and professional staff. The Executive team is now working with the
Institute’s staff, stakeholders and Board and subcommittee members to implement the
strategic plan’s recommendations.
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I am looking forward to all we will accomplish in the next decade. This will be an
exciting time for both basic regenerative medicine research and the innovative
translation of that research to improve clinical care and quality of life for people around
the globe.

Professor Peter Currie, Director
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Vanessa Wilson (Honours student; left) and Dr Jan Manent from the McGlinn laboratory preparing samples to detect patterning
defects in mice skeletons.
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE
INTRODUCTION TO REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
Regenerative medicine is a
new approach to understanding
development, ageing and
disease.

Over the past 100 years, medical research has transformed human lives. People are
living longer and better. Children rarely die of preventable infectious diseases; cancer
survival rates are improving, and people can live for decades after a heart attack.
However, although scientific discoveries have enabled doctors to replace organs or use
drugs to compensate for organ disease, medicine still can’t provide treatments that
help hearts to repair themselves or help nerves to regrow after a spinal cord injury.
As a relatively new field of research, regenerative medicine seeks to unlock the body’s
remarkable innate ability to repair, restore and replace various tissues and organs
damaged by age, injury or disease. The US Department of Health and Human Services
has called regenerative medicine the “next evolution of medical treatments”.
Regenerative medicine approaches aim to regain the remarkable regenerative capacity
humans have before birth. The techniques include injecting or implanting cells that
can regenerate or re-engineer tissues to stimulate endogenous stem cell pools or
reprogram existing differentiated cells to proliferate.
Researchers in this exciting and unique field of science look to exploit the body’s own
capacity to heal and repair. Exploring this fundamental biological challenge is enriched
in an extraordinary environment that brings together different scientific disciplines
working in tandem.
The animal kingdom provides inspiration for what is possible. As Australia’s first
institute dedicated to regenerative medicine, ARMI’s work studying axolotls has
identified the critical role that an immune cell plays in the animal’s ability to regrow limbs
and regenerate spinal cord, brain and heart tissue. Meanwhile, the zebrafish is also
revealing how it regenerates new fins, skin, heart and brain.
ARMI’s unique transgenic quail facility has already begun providing more opportunities
to leverage the unique characteristics of birds to help researchers understand potential
regenerative therapies for humans, especially in skeletal muscle. In its first year of
operation, four genetically engineered quail lines were generated as proof of concept
and two additional transgenic quail lines were produced for researchers.
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From exotic animals to therapeutic application, regenerative medicine holds the
promise of assisting human cells, limbs and organs to do the same as these animals.
Moreover, it has the potential to revolutionise health care for an ageing population
facing many years living with degenerative conditions.
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Gabriel Hauswirth (front) and Yi-cheng Chang (PhD students, McGlinn Group) learning about the importance of genes in animal
development by looking for changes in the skeletal morphology of late mouse embryos.
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE
THE AUSTRALIAN REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
INSTITUTE – DRIVING REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
ARMI is Australia’s first
research institute dedicated to
deliver on the promise of the
field of regenerative medicine.
Regenerative medicine aims
to unlock the healing power of
the body to heal and regenerate
organ or tissue damage caused
by disease, injury or genetic
conditions.

The six ARMI themes (for highlights, see page 12) are designed to augment Australia’s
capacity to drive and translate the potential of regenerative medicine to create health
impacts for Australian and global communities.
• Research – realising the potential of regenerative medicine (see page 17). Five
discovery pipelines (see page 40) support the research theme and drive innovation
in regenerative medicine.
• Teaching – harnessing scientific passion (see page 20). Our teaching program will
deliver Australia’s next generation of scientific and clinical regenerative medicine
researchers.
• Clinical impacts – driving research advances towards treatments (see page
24). ARMI’s research aims to develop new therapies for conditions such as heart
disease, muscular dystrophy, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease,
brain injury and autoimmune disorders.
• Industry partnerships – cutting barriers to commercialisation (see page 28).
ARMI partners with industry to fast-track research translation and the development
of future therapies.
• International collaborations – fostering global linkages (see page 32). ARMI
builds opportunities and programs to ensure we are part of an international
network specialising in regenerative medicine.
• Outreach – engaging with the public (see page 36). Our outreach program is
designed to help the public, policymakers, industry, and undergraduate and school
students to learn about and engage with the concepts of regenerative medicine
and the people pursuing new knowledge and tools.
ARMI’s research agenda has adopted a multidisciplinary approach to the investigation of
the science of regeneration, designed to seed and foster collaboration and to pursue rapid
translation of basic research into clinical knowledge and treatments. Our five discovery
pipelines (see page 40) are supported by outstanding research groups in the fields of:
• heart and muscle development and regeneration
• immunity and regeneration
• stem cells, cancer and regeneration
• neural regeneration
• organ engineering and synthetic biology.
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The Institute’s dynamic and collaborative research culture is redefining how
regenerative medicine is approached worldwide. Our researchers have access to key
research platforms – molecular genetics, stem cell biology and animal modelling – to
deliver technologies with medium- to long-term application for treatment of diseases of
social, medical and economic importance and unmet clinical need.
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ABOUT ARMI
ARMI is part of Monash University’s Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences,
located at one of the world’s largest regenerative medicine and stem cell research
centres at Clayton in Victoria, Australia.
The Institute was established through a joint venture between Monash University
and the Victorian State Government with additional funding from the Australian
Commonwealth Government. Today ARMI acts as a focus for public engagement in
regenerative medicine and is the source of advice for policymakers.
Most ARMI researchers are based at Monash University’s Clayton campus with some
having joint appointments with other Monash academic department or the CSIRO.
Some of the Institute’s research is undertaken through participation in national initiatives
including Stem Cells Australia and the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)
Australia Partner Laboratory.

VISION

MISSION

Improved quality of life by unlocking the
body’s innate regenerative potential.

To discover new regenerative therapies by conducting cutting-edge research and
forming collaborative networks with the best scientists and clinicians worldwide.
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(L to R): Dr Gonzalo del Monte Nieto and Ms Nadege Veron in the lab.
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE
DONATING TO ARMI
ARMI researchers are at the cutting
edge of regenerative research, seeking
to find effective treatments to a range of
diseases and conditions.
Our researchers are among the best
minds in the world and are working
towards finding answers in areas
such as:
• ageing and degenerative diseases
• diabetes
• heart diseases
• arthritis
• neurotrauma in the brain, such as
stroke or blindness
• multiple sclerosis (MS)
• Alzheimer’s disease.
ARMI relies on the support of the
community to continue this critical work.
Your donation goes towards research
and treatments for these diseases and
degenerative conditions.

HOW TO SUPPORT ARMI
Donors can choose to support ARMI in a
variety of ways:
1. Visit us on online:
http://www.armi.org.au/donate
2. If it is more convenient to donate by
cheque or money order, donations
can be mailed to:

Credit card donations including single
gifts and ongoing pledges can be made
by calling +61 9903 1608.
Please note that we are unable to take
direct debits over the phone.
All donations over $2 are tax-deductible.
A letter and receipt will acknowledge all
donations.

Monash University Advancement
PO Box 197
Caulfield East, VIC 3145
Australia
Cheques should be made payable to
‘Monash University’. You will also need
to provide your name, contact details,
donation amount, whether you wish to
remain anonymous and instructions to
direct the gift to ARMI.
3. Direct deposit
4. Make a gift by phone
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MAJOR GIFTS

CORPORATE SPONSORS

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

Australian Communities Foundation,
Hopetoun Fund

ARMI also thanks the following donors
for their support in 2019:

Metals Manufacturers Ltd

ARMI would like to thank the following
sponsors for their contribution in 2019
and would encourage you to support
them.

Rotary Club of Balwyn

Inkube8 Design

Staff and general donations

Sun Foundation Pty Ltd
The Yulgibar Foundation

Inkube8
The Social Science (a part of Opyl Ltd)

Anonymous

Oliver Lowin
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Dr Asma Aberkane having a great time at ARMI’s Opening the Vault event.
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ARMI THEMES – HIGHLIGHTS
ARMI’s six themes are designed to augment Australia’s capacity to drive and translate the potential of
regenerative medicine to create health impacts for Australian and global communities.

RESEARCH – REALISING
THE POTENTIAL OF
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

TEACHING – HARNESSING
SCIENTIFIC PASSION

CLINICAL IMPACTS –
DRIVING RESEARCH
ADVANCES TOWARDS
TREATMENTS

74 publications

35 PhD students, 8 Masters
students, 1 Honours student,
13 undergraduate students

10 diseases impacted by
ARMI research

18 publications with an
impact factor >10

ARMI THEMES – HIGHLIGHTS ARMI ANNUAL REPORT 2019

3.196 million in total grant
income

12

14 graduating students
3 student awards

Researchers win prestigious
career awards

12 publications with student
authors

Shuttling: A New Kind of
Pathogen Transfer Between
Immune Cells

Brazil to Australia and Back
– A Student Exchange with
Heart

Cracking the Hox Code to
Improve Understanding of
Human Movement

Industry Mentoring Program
Doubles as a Win for Women
in Science

(see page 17)

(see page 20)

Excitement Builds for the
New Beating Heart of the
Monash Precinct
Maddie’s Riewoldt’s Vision
Furthers Research on Bone
Marrow Failure
Searching for Answers for
People with Congenital Heart
Disease

(see page 24)

From left to right: Dr Avnika Ruparelia in the Currie laboratory; Ms Laura Galvis (in red) teaching Master of Biotechnology students ovo chicken
embryo electroporation and embryonic microsurgery techniques; Samples awaiting testing.

INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS
– CUTTING BARRIERS TO
COMMERCIALISATION

INTERNATIONAL
COLLABORATIONS –
FOSTERING GLOBAL
INITIATIVES

OUTREACH – ENGAGING
WITH THE PUBLIC

Industry Mentoring Program
– a taste of innovation and
commercialisation

11 major international
collaborative initiatives with
other organisations

>15 industry partners

Return Visit for Melbourne
and Hong Kong
Regenerative Medicine
Researchers

Social media activity
Followers:
• Facebook 9.6K
• twitter 3.1K
• Linkedln 1.1K
• Instagram 646

Regenerative Medicine
Pathways: How Does
Industry Assist Translation of
Ideas to the Clinic?

(see page 28)

Global Connections with
South America are as Easy
as ABC
Building New Global
Collaborations: The 1st
Monash-Osaka University
Joint Symposium

(see page 31)

87 tours of the aquatic
research facility
ARMI Opens the Doors of
the Inner Research Sanctum
Claude Bernard Celebrated
with China’s Highest Honour
for External Experts

(see page 36)

From left to right: The Inaugural Industry Mentoring session. At the head of the table (left to right) – Mr Silvio Tiziani, Associate Professor David
Rhodes and Dr Lusia Guthrie; ARMI researchers and students at the first CUHK-Monash Joint Symposium on Regenerative Biology and Tissue
Engineering; (L to R): Ms Clare Pritchard, PhD student, ARMI; Mr Keith Cameron, President, Rotary Club of Brighton; Ms Heather Marriott, Events
Coordinator, ARMI attending the Rotary Club of Brighton’s meeting in 2019.
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International Mentoring
Program Opens Doors
Between Academia and
Industry
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CELEBRATING #ARMITURNS10

ARMI kicked off our 10-year anniversary
with a cocktail reception supported by
the Victorian state government, a key
Institute stakeholder. The evening’s MC,
Michelle Gallaher, a long-time ARMI
friend and the mastermind behind the
Institute’s communications strategy in
the early days, introduced Professor
Rebekah Brown, Monash Senior ViceProvost & Vice-Provost (Research).
Professor Brown gave a congratulatory
speech that was very well received by
the Institute guests, which numbered
more than 200. The Institute’s Director of
Research, Professor Peter Currie, also
delivered an inspiring speech outlining
the history of the Institute and thanked
our many supporters and benefactors,
including Monash University and the
Victorian and Australian Governments.

CELEBRATING #ARMITURNS10 ARMI ANNUAL REPORT 2019

The Institute’s research program is a key,
some say only, focus for the Institute and
what is a significant anniversary without
a review of the research program? With
the support of the Dean of the Monash
Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health
Sciences, the Institute was fortunate in
being able to compile a panel of scientific
key opinion leaders from overseas
and within Australia. The review was
conducted over an intense three days in
September. The insights provided by the
panel following their forensic dissection
of the program will be used to keep the
Institute at the leading edge of research
in regenerative medicine.
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With the review completed, ARMI
staff gathered at a retreat at Cape
Schanck on the Mornington Peninsula
in September to celebrate the Institute’s
10th anniversary. This provided an
ideal opportunity for all staff and
students to reflect on the first decade
and the substantial achievements; to
celebrate the Institute’s rapid growth
and the development of an unparalleled
reputation in the international
regenerative medicine landscape.

Bottom image (L to R): Professor Rebekah Brown, Ms Michelle Gallaher, Ms Fiona Patten MP
and Professor Peter Currie.

Ms Angel Lu presenting her research
poster to fellow staff and students at
ARMI’s Scientific Review.
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…ARMI staff gathered at a
retreat at Cape Schanck on
the Mornington Peninsula
in September to celebrate
the Institute’s 10th
anniversary. This provided
an ideal opportunity for all
staff and students to reflect
on the first decade and the
substantial achievements.
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THEMES IN FOCUS
RESEARCH – REALISING THE POTENTIAL OF
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

THEMES IN FOCUS ARMI ANNUAL REPORT 2019

Regenerative medicine represents a revolution in human health and has the potential to reverse tissue
damage, repair traumatic injuries and improve the health of an ageing population. It seeks to repair, replace,
restore and regenerate tissues and organs damaged by age, injury and genetic and degenerative conditions.
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Dr Avnika Ruparelia in the Currie
laboratory.

RESEARCH – REALISING THE POTENTIAL OF
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
HIGH-IMPACT RESEARCH
NEEDS HIGH-IMPACT PEOPLE

GRANTS AND FUNDING
SUCCESS

ARMI’S TOTAL INCOME FROM
GRANTS IN 2019 WAS

ARMI is excited to introduce Dr Nadinath
Nillegoda and Dr Jennifer Zenker as new
group leaders who are expanding our team
with their unique skillsets and expertise.

In 2019, ARMI attracted $3.196 million
in competitive and non-competitive
research funding. The majority of funds
came from the National Health and
Medical Research Council and Australian
Research Council. The Institute continues
to have an active research program
and thoughtful mentoring of applicants
along with a rigorous pre-application
grant development program overseen by
Institute Director, Professor Peter Currie.

$3.196m

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

74

NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS

60
2018

2019

HIGH-IMPACT RESEARCH
NUMBER OF
PUBLICATIONS
WITH IMPACT
FACTOR >10

18
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Impact factor >20
Impact factor 10–20
Impact factor 5–10
Impact factor <5
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ARMI’s excellence is based on the
dedicated work of everyone associated
with our Institute. We congratulate
researchers who were recognised for
their excellence in 2019:
• Dr Alberto Roselló-Díez was recognised
with a prestigious Career Development
Award from the international Human
Frontier Science Program. Alberto was
one of the high-calibre winners selected
to develop their cutting-edge research
in the life sciences.
• ARMI Group Leader Dr Jennifer
Zenker was selected as a 2019
CIFAR Azrieli Global Scholar. The
CIFAR (Canadian Institute for
Advanced Research) scholarship
supports outstanding early-career
researchers with funding, mentorship,
a global network and with professional
skills development.
• Dr Gonzalo del Monte-Nieto was
awarded a highly competitive and
prestigious Future Leader Fellowship
from the Heart Foundation of Australia.
• Dr Avnika Ruparelia received the
Inaugural Australia and New Zealand
Society for Cell and Developmental
Biology (ANZSCDB) Early Career
Researcher Award in Developmental
Biology.

ARMI researchers had another outstanding year in 2019, with 74 publications in global
high-impact journals. Eighteen publications were in journals with an impact factor greater
than 10 and, of those, six were in journals with an impact factor greater than 20.

85

Dr Jennifer Zenker heads a new group
in ARMI’s Stem Cells and Regeneration
pipeline. Jennifer grew up in Germany
and completed her PhD at the University
of Lausanne in Switzerland. She was a
postdoctoral fellow at EMBL Australia
before heading to A*STAR (Agency for
Science Technology and Research) in
Singapore to study how microtubules
affect cell structure and function.

HIGH-IMPACT PUBLICATIONS

44

Dr Nadinath Nillegoda heads a new
group in ARMI’s Neural Regeneration
pipeline working on how changes to
protein interactions and aggregations can
have consequences for conditions such
as neurodegeneration and dementia.
Nadinath grew up in Sri Lanka and moved
to the United States for his undergraduate
study at Ohio Wesleyan University. He
completed a PhD at the Mount Sinai
School of Medicine at New York University
and postdoctoral studies at the University
of Heidelberg in Germany.
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RESEARCH – REALISING THE POTENTIAL OF
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
SHUTTLING: A NEW KIND OF PATHOGEN TRANSFER BETWEEN IMMUNE CELLS
ARMI researchers have shown how
fungal spores can be transferred
between two types of immune cell
during the early stages of infection.
The new type of pathogen transfer
has been named ‘shuttling’ by
Professor Graham Lieschke and his
collaborators, who have studied fungal
infection for more than 10 years.
Professor Lieschke is also a clinician,
and a motivating force for his research
are the problems that lung fungal
infections can cause for people living
with cancer.
“This work contributes to
understanding fungal mechanisms
of immune evasion, drug resistance
and host interactions with infection,
which might help develop new drugs
for the patients who need it the most,”
he said.
Cutting-edge microscopy in live
zebrafish enabled the researchers
to watch what individual immune
cells (neutrophils and macrophages)
do when they encounter a fungal
pathogen in a whole organism.

THEMES IN FOCUS ARMI ANNUAL REPORT 2019

The zebrafish neutrophils and
macrophages, the injected fungal
spores and other components
were labelled with different coloured
fluorescing dyes, producing hours of
colourful videos.
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In these videos, the team discovered
the new type of pathogen transfer. A
neutrophil transferred a fungal spore
to a macrophage through direct cellto-cell contact and then both cells
“walked away” from the interaction
alive and well.
The immune cells sent out cell
protrusions as if shaking hands
and then the neutrophil passed
one or multiple fungal spores to the
macrophage. This only happened in
the first few hours of infection and is
the specific process the group called
‘shuttling’.

Zebrafish infection model.

The first few hours of fungal infection
are crucial, and shuttling may play
an important role in the outcome of
infection. The researchers do not yet
know whether shuttling benefits the host
or the fungal pathogen, but they will
continue tackling the fascinating research
questions arising from this research.
The discovery of fungal spore shuttling,
published in PLoS Biology (see
reference 49, Appendix 1), gives a
deeper understanding of host-pathogen
interactions and the potential for new
anti-fungal therapies.

RESEARCH – REALISING THE POTENTIAL OF
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
CRACKING THE HOX CODE TO IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN MOVEMENT
Research is beginning to unravel how
a specific type of nerve cell sends
sensory information to the brain
about how the body is positioned
and moving, a process called
proprioception.
The nerve cells are called
spinocerebellar neurons and make
up a complex system that is located
throughout the body’s muscles,
tendons and joints.
Associate Professor Edwina McGlinn,
the ARMI and EMBL Australia group
leader directing this research, said
the spinocerebellar system constantly
relays information about muscle length,
muscle tension and joint position to
the spinal cord, information which then
needs to be conveyed to the brain for
higher-order processing.
“What is lacking in our understanding
of proprioception are the molecular
underpinnings that shape the formation
and function of this neural circuit,”
she said.

The found the unique ‘Hox code’ in
individual spinocerebellar neurons acts
as a postcode, telling these cells where
along the length of the spinal cord they
should reside and how they should
function.
The Hox gene expression occurred
from embryonic stages through to late
adulthood in mice, suggesting a role
for Hox genes in the generation and
maintenance of spinocerebellar circuits.
Researcher on the project, Dr Victoria
Garside, said their work is an exciting
step for the field. It reveals a pattern
of Hox gene expression that gives rise
to the molecular, and likely functional,
diversity seen in certain types of
neurons.

Immunofluorescent staining (green) in spinocerebellar tracts responsible for relaying
proprioceptive information from the limbs to the brain.

Associate Professor McGlinn said
proprioception is permanently affected
by age and certain conditions, such as
Parkinson’s disease. This makes it vital
to understand the molecular mediators
of movement awareness and explore
potential avenues for therapeutic
modulation and intervention.
“We’re excited to follow up and explore
the many questions and opportunities
this publication has raised.”
The paper, ‘A Hox code defines
spinocerebellar neuron subtype
regionalization’, was published in Cell
Reports (see reference 13, Appendix 1).

THEMES IN FOCUS ARMI ANNUAL REPORT 2019

Associate Professor McGlinn’s group
and collaborators from Australia and
Switzerland have identified a cluster
of genes (Hox genes) that regulate
neural development and are involved in
proprioception.
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TEACHING – HARNESSING SCIENTIFIC
PASSION
Educating and training young scientists, investing and nurturing Australia’s innovation workforce, and keeping
Australia at the forefront of science and technology innovation is embraced as a core element of the mission at ARMI.
ARMI actively recruits young, creative scientists from all corners of the world to share and inspire differing
approaches to some of the most perplexing biological questions of the 21st century. They are highly motivated
and nurtured in a collaborative working environment to approach complex biological problems with ingenuity
and passion.
The internationalisation and uniqueness of student opportunities offered at ARMI sets the Institute apart and
is a key reason why students select ARMI for their undergraduate and postgraduate training.
ARMI group leaders and research fellows teach in undergraduate courses, and the Institute also offers
international students and undergraduates a variety of opportunities to experience research first hand.
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Throughout 2019, postgraduate students and postdoctoral fellows had access to training opportunities and an
extraordinary network of international scientists and organisations.
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Ms Laura Galvis (in red) teaching Master
of Biotechnology students ovo chicken
embryo electroporation and embryonic
microsurgery techniques.

TEACHING – HARNESSING SCIENTIFIC
PASSION
Number of postgraduate students

Student programs in 2019

In 2019, the Institute maintained an
active training program with 43 higher
degree by research (HDR) students
enrolled at ARMI. HDR students can
study for Doctor of Philosophy (PhD),
research Masters and other professional
higher degrees by research. The Institute
also provides training to Honours,
selective undergraduate and visiting
international students.

New Master of Biotechnology
ARMI and Monash University launched
a new Master of Biotechnology in 2018.
The program integrates biotechnology
and entrepreneurship and equips
students with the skills and knowledge to
work in a rapidly growing sector.

Number of undergraduate
students
In 2019, there was one student enrolled
in the Honours program at ARMI. A
further 13 students took part in the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program (UROP).

Publications with student authors
Twelve students contributed to 23
manuscripts that were published in
peer-reviewed journals, including in the
prestigious Nature suite of journals.

Student awards
Three students were recognised for
their achievements in 2019. Ms Harriet
Manley (Lieschke Group) was awarded
a Monash University Postgraduate
Publication Award, an allowance that
helps students who require time to write
and publish their research findings. Ms
Celeste Piotto (Martino Group) was
awarded the ‘Best translational project’
prize by BioCurate at Biomed Link
2019, a conference run by students that
allows biomedical students to present
their research and network with other
fellow students. Ms Abigail McGovern
(Merson Group) was awarded a Monash
Graduate Excellence Scholarship and is
now completing a PhD at ARMI.

Honours program
ARMI offered 13 undergraduate students
the chance to further their studies in the
Honours program and to work beside
world-class scientists and gain access to
a network of international scientists and
organisations.
Undergraduate studies
Undergraduate students have the
opportunity to work with ARMI research
groups through a number of different
programs such as:
• the Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program (UROP) – a
paid employment scheme designed to
give undergraduate students an early
opportunity to experience real life in a
research laboratory and gain insight
into careers in biomedical research.
Students spend up to 12 months
working in an ARMI laboratory
• the Research in Action academic
unit – students are based in research
laboratories
• vacation scholarships – includes
Summer and Winter Research
Scholarships. The Institute also
welcomes visiting international
students.
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In a highlight, 2019 saw an intake
of eight students in the new Master
of Biotechnology. The dedicated
program integrates biotechnology and
entrepreneurship and equips students
with the skills and knowledge to work in
a rapidly growing sector.

The course features practical training in
medical biotechnology and opportunities
for research projects with ARMI’s
world-leading researchers or for industry
placements.
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TEACHING – HARNESSING SCIENTIFIC
PASSION
BRAZIL TO AUSTRALIA AND BACK – A STUDENT EXCHANGE WITH HEART
In the first year of her PhD research at
the University of São Paulo in Brazil,
Ms Luana Santos investigated the
underlying molecular mechanisms of
heart atrial chamber development in
the growing foetus (called cardiac atria
specification).

Having completed a Bachelor’s degree
in biology at University of Campinas
(UNICAMP, Brazil), Luana is currently
enrolled in an Honor Doctorate at the
University of São Paulo (USP, Brazil)
under the supervision of Dr José
Xavier Neto.

strengthening international linkages,
particularly with our South American
peers. In addition to helping train future
researchers, the exchanges open
doors to new collaborations and the
exchange of novel ideas, both in and
out of the lab.

During her second year, Luana took
advantage of funding offered by the
The São Paulo Research Foundation
to become a visiting PhD student at
ARMI so she could use cutting-edge
molecular techniques available in the
Ramialison Group. She said these
techniques enabled her to expand and
build on the work she had completed
in Brazil.

Luana is fascinated with how the
specialised cells, tissues and organs
of complex organisms can all originate
from a single fertilised cell.

But exchanges are about more
than just research. Luana has
also embraced the challenge of
speaking another language in a new
environment.

“Mirana Ramialison and her group
have the skill in deep and sophisticated
global analyses of gene expression
and transcription factor prediction to
contribute to our research.”

During her time at ARMI, Luana was
impressed with how the researchers
are concerned about gender equality
and the number and types of
opportunities for women in science.
She hopes that a concerted effort to
promote gender equality will become
more widespread globally so more girls
and women can pursue careers
in science.
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Luana’s work involved using some
of biomedical research’s latest, most
exciting and innovative tools available
at ARMI such as the genomeediting system CRISPR/Cas9, RNA
sequencing and bioinformatics
software capabilities.
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“What are the messages behind
embryo development that drives each
cell to the right fate? This is the main
question that drives me in science,”
she said.

“This experience is unique in my
professional and personal life. It’s the
first international step in my career, a
wonderful opportunity to interact and
be exposed to the ways of thinking of
other researchers, and also be part of
a highly competitive institution but in a
friendly atmosphere.”

ARMI student exchanges like Luana’s
illustrate the Institute’s commitment to

The Ramialison Group (L to R). Ms Akriti Varshney, Ms Gulrez Chahal, Associate Professor Mirana Ramialison, Mr Martin Nikolov, Dr Luana
Santos, Ms Jeannette Hallab, Mr Adrian Yip.

TEACHING – HARNESSING SCIENTIFIC
PASSION
INDUSTRY MENTORING PROGRAM DOUBLES AS A WIN FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE

(L to R): Ms Danni Ratnayake, Ms Heather Marriott, Ms Jane McCausland, Dr Edwina McGlinn, Ms Harriet Manley, Ms Christina
Gangemi and Ms Monika Mohenska attending the 2019 BioMelbourne Network’s Connecting Women Lunch.

Danni was mentored by Sara Mary
Hall, CEO of OcQuila as part of
the IMNIS Regenerative Medicine
International Mentoring Program, an
initiative of CCRM Australia and the
Industry Mentoring Network in STEM
(IMNIS).
Although the seven-month program
is not specifically for women, the
matching of two women created
synergistic benefits for both.
Danni had heard about the IMNIS
program when she was in the middle
of her PhD program and was feeling
unsure about the future trajectory of
her career.
“I’d mostly been exposed to the
traditional academic route, and I was
looking to educate myself about other
career options,” she said. “I thought
this program would be a fantastic
opportunity to not only learn about the
international regenerative medicine

sector but also get some personalised
guidance.”
The IMNIS program is designed to
strengthen ties between industry and
academia by matching students with
internationally recognised professionals
in the regenerative medicine industry.
Sara was enthusiastic about mentoring
the next generation of scientists.
“I have the luxury of age-related
perspective, and it’s been wonderful to
share that clarity with Danni,” Sara said.
“I’ve benefited as well – being able to
view academia and industry from her
perspective has been invaluable, both
personally and professionally.”
For Danni, having a woman as a
mentor meant she could see first
hand how a successful female leader
navigates a male-dominated field.
“I think men and women approach
situations very differently. But because
my Honours and PhD supervisors were
men, I didn’t get to see how women
handle certain situations,” Danni said.

“Sara has a very positive and proactive
approach to tough situations. The
advice she gave me about how to
manage the tough times was one of
the most important things I learned
from her.”
Sara said that as a woman working in
the field, she can help young women
navigate some of the obstacles and is
heartened to see how easily they brush
them aside.
“Scientists coming into their own now
have a far more robust understanding
that any of us could have had two
decades ago,” Sara explained. “The
instruments and tools are substantially
more sophisticated, and their comfort
with large-scale data manipulation
gives them a very different perspective
on problems, which my generation of
scientist absolutely benefits from.”
Danni and Sara have remained
connected past the mentoring period.
Sara is convinced the future of
regenerative medicine is in good hands
with this new generation of women in
science.
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When PhD student Dhanushika (Danni)
Ratnayake was matched with a female
industry mentor – synergy happened.
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CLINICAL IMPACTS – DRIVING RESEARCH
ADVANCES TOWARDS TREATMENTS
ARMI has a long-standing interest in regenerative research for treatments for many diseases including
neurological, immune and muscle conditions and organ and stem cell applications.
The development of the Victorian Heart Hospital (Australia’s first dedicated heart hospital opening in 2022)
is under way, giving us a unique opportunity to focus on expanding our cardiac research capacity through
collaboration and recruitment and so boost our future impacts on medical treatments for heart disease.
ARMI is uniquely placed in a precinct with world-leading research and clinical expertise and infrastructure
of Monash University, the CSIRO, Monash Health (Victoria’s largest health service), the future Victorian Heart
Hospital and numerous other key players in Victoria’s medical research network.
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Our location in this vibrant precinct creates opportunities for our researchers to collaborate with clinicians
and leads to fruitful synergies that will support our push for more rapid growth of tangible regenerative
medicine technologies translated into clinical practice.
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Samples awaiting testing.

CLINICAL IMPACTS – DRIVING RESEARCH
ADVANCES TOWARDS TREATMENTS
EXCITEMENT BUILDS FOR THE NEW BEATING HEART OF THE MONASH PRECINCT

3D reconstruction of the ventricular chamber from an embryonic heart at 9.5 days post fertilisation showing the distribution of the
extracellular matrix around the cardiac muscle cells.

The VHH will be Australia’s first hospital
dedicated to cardiac care and is due to
be completed in 2022.
The state-of-the-art hospital will
become an epicentre for managing,
treating and finding new preventive
measures for one of Australia’s
significant causes of death.
The hospital will have a full range of
ambulatory and inpatient cardiac care,
providing a depth and breadth of
education options for undergraduate
and postgraduate medical, nursing and
science students.
ARMI Director, Professor Peter Currie
said the VHH offers an unprecedented
opportunity to deepen clinical linkages
and catalyse the development of
potential new treatments for patients.
“With heart and muscle development
and regeneration being a key area

of research for ARMI scientists,
closer proximity to expert clinicians,
specialised facilities and greater
access to patients will change, for the
better, the way we do research and
the way we think about translating
our discoveries from the bench to the
clinic,” Professor Currie said.
Stem cell and regenerative medicine
research hold great promise to
better understand and deliver novel
therapies for a range of heart diseases
and disorders, from congenital heart
disease to tissue regeneration following
heart attacks.
With these lines of inquiry fast-evolving,
having a strong synergistic relationship
with a specialised cardiac hospital
and access to specific patient groups
will only act to accelerate sample and
data collection, clinical trials and, in the
future, therapy delivery.
Professor Currie said it is exciting to
be involved with this leading initiative in
Australia.

“Creating this new, integrated interface
for scientists, clinicians and health
professionals and patients makes for
a stronger medical ecosystem that
reduces risk, maximises efficiency and
optimises treatment efficacy.”
He said the location of the hospital so
close to ARMI will help remind scientists
of the people they’re trying to help.
“Sometimes, when you’re working on
one piece of a complex jigsaw puzzle
for so long, it can be easy to lose the
big picture. Having frequent contact
with doctors and patients will give
the often abstract concept of helping
people a present and tangible form.
It will add another dimension to what
motivates us.”
The VHH, funded by the Victorian
Government in partnership with
Monash University and Monash Health,
will consolidate and enhance Victoria’s
position in cardiac research and
education while improving the quality
of treatment care and health outcomes
for people.
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ARMI researchers eagerly anticipate the
opening of the Victorian Heart Hospital
(VHH) and the exciting possibilities for
collaboration it will bring to improve lives.
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CLINICAL IMPACTS – DRIVING RESEARCH
ADVANCES TOWARDS TREATMENTS
MADDIE RIEWOLDT’S VISION FURTHERS RESEARCH ON BONE MARROW FAILURE

Tanks of zebrafish in ARMI’s AquaCore facility.

A grant from Maddie Riewoldt’s Vision,
a charity for bone marrow failure
syndrome (BMFS), has supported
ARMI research to improve the lives of
people with haematological diseases.
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With the organisation’s support,
clinician-researcher Professor Graham
Lieschke’s team at ARMI is working
across projects spanning the pipeline
from bench to bedside. They use
zebrafish models and cutting-edge
gene-editing technologies to investigate
the function of gene mutations found in
patients.
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“Many of our patients now have
genomic analyses which can lead to
the discovery of variations in genes
that are known to cause disease. But
the consequence of these particular
variations might not be known,”
Professor Lieschke said.
“The genomic analyses can also
find lesions in genes that aren’t yet
connected with the patient’s disease.
We can then use the models to turn
enigmas about gene function into
facts.”

Professor Lieschke said this work
expands knowledge about the genetic
causes of BMFS and improves
understanding of the disease while
providing experimental models that
could be used in drug screening.
This translational research stands at
the interface between clinical genomics
and laboratory genetics. This project
will involve clinicians and researchers
across the Peter MacCallum Institute,
the Royal Children’s Hospital, the
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich,
and the Dr von Hauner Children’s
Hospital.
Ms Nicky Long, CEO of Maddie
Riewoldt’s Vision, said she was excited
by the innovative and translational
nature of the project during the
competitive selection process.
“Maddie’s Vision is about being able
to give families certainty in what their
children are facing,” she said.
“That means better treatment options.
But that certainty also refers to what
families can come to expect – with

the progression or otherwise – when
it comes to their child’s life-threatening
illness. It is a mission to find a cure, but
we know that’s not going to happen
tomorrow.”
Ms Long said she was impressed
by Professor Lieschke’s collaborative
approach to problem-solving.
“With Graham, it’s not all about his
work and his solution being ‘the right
one’. He’s very open-minded about
how he can learn from others.”
“The work is really at the cusp of
discovery, and that discovery is leading
to in vivo work,” she said.
“It’s one thing to start with the zebrafish
model, but there’s already a proven
track record that the identification of
these genes can translate into human
beings – and that’s ultimately why we
wanted to invest in the work.”

CLINICAL IMPACTS – DRIVING RESEARCH
ADVANCES TOWARDS TREATMENTS
SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS FOR PEOPLE WITH CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE
A multidisciplinary team of ARMI
researchers is aiming for more
understanding of congenital heart
diseases (CHDs), the most common
serious congenital condition affecting 1
in 100 live-born babies in Australia and
globally.
Dr Mirana Ramialison’s team of
computational and molecular
biologists specialise in understanding
the genetic basis of CHDs and finding
the genetic changes that cause this
serious disease.

During this process, defects in the
heart’s structure form and lead to
disruptions of normal blood flow. The
complications range in severity from
mild to life-threatening.
Dr Ramialison said approximately
four infants die from CHD each
week. Fortunately, most babies do
survive but they often require lifelong
cardiovascular care.
Advances in medical technologies
have increased the number of CHD
patients who do reach adulthood.
Yet, despite this, the actual causes
of 80 per cent of CHD cases remain
unknown.
Normal heart development is
dependent on intact genetic
instructions encoded by human DNA
that precisely control the behaviour of
embryonic cells during heart formation.
Genetic changes can result in
abnormal cardiovascular development.

3D-cardiomics uses software that allows you to visualise in 3D all the genes that are present
in the adult mammalian heart.

thought that these regions were just
‘junk DNA’ and had no function. We
now recognise that non-coding DNA
actually plays a major role in regulating
levels of gene expression and, as
such, may be the key to improving our
understanding of CHD causation.”
Identifying disease-causing changes
in the non-coding DNA is difficult and
requires advanced and custom-built
bioinformatics and computer modelling
expertise. The Ramialison Group
integrates biological data and is better
equipped to find the genetic needles in
a haystack that may cause CHD.

Dr Ramialison said her group
specifically looks at the role of ‘noncoding’ DNA in congenital heart
disease.

“This approach is definitely at the
forefront of biomedical research. Using
computer modelling, we can make
sense of the large quantities of genetic
data we collect. It can help us really
see the big picture while pinpointing the
smallest of changes,” Dr Ramialison
said.

“Non-coding DNA is a term used to
describe the parts of our DNA that
don’t contain the genetic blueprint
for a protein. For a long time, it was

Dr Ramialison said people with CHD
can be empowered with a better
understanding of the genetic basis of
heart formation.

“I have spoken to many people with
CHD over the years, and the one thing
a lot of them have told me is how much
they want answers, to know why this
has happened. I want to be able to give
that to them,” she said.
“But there’s more than just that, we can
help people with CHD understand the
genetic risks to others in the family, and
one of the major implications of this
work is improved genetic counselling.”
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CHD is the result of problems
occurring while the embryo is forming,
a time when the cells in the embryo
are moving around to form complex
organs, including the heart.
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INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS – CUTTING
BARRIERS TO COMMERCIALISATION
As a global life science centre situated in the Monash-Clayton Innovation Precinct, ARMI has access to an
interconnected ecosystem with diverse research expertise and infrastructure, specialised manufacturing
capabilities and more than 15 industry partners and networks to accelerate commercialisation.
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In addition to improving clinical research opportunities, the development of the Victorian Heart Hospital
creates an essential link in Victoria’s value innovation chain in the health care and medical sector; bringing
together world-class clinical care with leading research expertise and infrastructure in the heart of Victoria’s
light manufacturing belt. ARMI, in combination with the expertise of CCRM Australia, is ideally placed
to capitalise on this once-in-a-generation opportunity with the potential to attract global players in the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology sectors to Victoria.
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The Inaugural Industry Mentoring session.
At the head of the table (L to R) –
Mr Silvio Tiziani, Associate Professor
David Rhodes and Dr Lusia Guthrie.

INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS – CUTTING
BARRIERS TO COMMERCIALISATION
INTERNATIONAL MENTORING PROGRAM OPENS DOORS BETWEEN ACADEMIA AND INDUSTRY

Mr Sam Kennan educating the public about epaulette sharks at ARMI’s Opening the Vault event.

Sam was a mentee in the CCRM
Australia and Industry Mentoring
Network in STEM (IMNIS) Regenerative
Medicine International Mentoring
Program and was able to capitalise
on the opportunity to get personalised
advice and further his career
development.
As part of the IMNIS mentoring
program, Sam was matched with Dr
Jonathan Fitzgerald, Vice President
of Program Management at Torque
Therapeutics. The monthly video chats
were great, but for Sam the highlight of
the program was meeting Jonathan in
person and experiencing the Boston
Biotech hub first hand.
“Connecting online is great, but
some things you just need to see
for yourself,” he said. “Jonathan
organised a schedule which included

being shown around six regenerative
medicine and biotech companies. It
was an amazing experience.”
Dr Fitzgerald said engaging with Sam
was also a benefit to his outlook on his
own career.
“His questions helped me clarify and
consolidate what I’ve learned on my
own journey and reminded me of the
joy of discovery and experimentation
– which is why I went into science in
the first place,” he said. “He made me
realise how much I take for granted.
And I’ve made new connections
close to home after taking him on
the biotech tour.”
“Creating productive academiaindustry collaborations are beneficial for
all concerned,” Dr Fitzgerald said.
“There are so many paths a research
career can take, and you can’t explore
them all by yourself. Engaging with
a mentor can help you ask the right
questions and unlock opportunities you
may not have on your own.”

For Sam, part of the appeal of the
CCRM Australia IMNIS Mentoring
Program was the chance to travel
overseas for the face-to-face meeting
with Dr Fitzgerald.
“Australia is relatively new to industry
science and commercialisation, so it’s
crucial we make strong connections
with more established global centres,”
he said.
With a history of positive mentoring
relationships, Sam is an advocate for
getting involved in industry mentoring
programs to support the future of
regenerative medicine.
“Everyone’s path is unique and subject
to a lot of hard work and luck. Learning
from a mentor can point you towards
success,” Sam said. “I’d recommend
any committed PhD student looking for
a career in academia or industry seek
out mentoring opportunities.”
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ARMI PhD student Sam Keenan
found face-to-face mentoring a
real eye-opener to the possibilities
of international biotechnology
collaborations.
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INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS – CUTTING
BARRIERS TO COMMERCIALISATION
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE PATHWAYS: HOW DOES INDUSTRY ASSIST TRANSLATION OF IDEAS
TO THE CLINIC?

Dr Damien Bates and Dr Tina Soulis (at the head of the table) and ARMI students at the third Industry Mentoring Program luncheon.
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The world is on the cusp of a
regenerative medicine revolution.
The increasing number of cell and
gene therapies hitting the market and
available to patients means researchers
need to understand the processes,
complexities and relationships between
academia and industry that facilitate the
commercialisation of research.
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But for many scientists, particularly
early-career researchers, the path to
commercialisation remains shrouded
in mystery.
For this reason, ARMI designed the
Industry Mentoring Program to prepare
scientists for the ultimate aim – to
develop their novel treatments and
technologies to improve the lives of
people.
The program welcomes leaders of
industry from Australia and abroad to
discuss their experiences, share their
real-world knowledge and answer any
questions ARMI researchers may have.

In 2019, ARMI invited Dr Damien Bates
(a member of ARMI’s Industry Advisory
Board, and Chief Scientific Officer
and Head of Translational Medicine at
BioCurate) and Dr Tina Soulis (CEO
of Neuroscience Trials Australia) to the
third session of the program.

“Questions about the current Australian
biotech and biopharma landscape,
which companies to contact, how
and for what kind of positions – it is
these questions that demonstrate
the mindset shift occurring among
academic researchers,” he said.

The presentations of Drs Bates and
Soulis led our researchers along
the therapy development pipeline,
from drug discovery and early-stage
research to first-in-human studies and
clinical trials.

Dr Soulis said it was important to “lift
the veil” on industry through mentoring,
and the ARMI researchers actively
engaged with that idea.

The discussion encompassed the
existential issues facing regenerative
medicine scientists looking to
commercialise their work, as well as the
feasible and actionable items that could
kickstart a new career path alongside,
or into, industry.
Dr Bates said he felt encouraged that
ARMI researchers enthusiastically
engage with the role of industry in
translating research to the clinic.

“We were being asked how to
maximise mentor-relationships, where
to find them and whether we could
review CVs. It’s hugely gratifying to
give back to students and early-career
researchers, but also to be involved in
taking biomedical research to the next
level,” she said.
“Being supportive and collaborating is
the best way to nurture new research,
to strive to make a difference in
patient’s lives.”
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(L to R): Dr Gonzalo del Monte-Nieto and Dr Mirana Ramialison preparing their demonstrations ahead of ARMI’s Opening the Vault event.
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INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS –
FOSTERING GLOBAL LINKAGES
Our future is truly global. ARMI has built 11 major international collaborative initiatives including with
researchers in Hong Kong and South America and through the Centre for Commercialisation of Regenerative
Medicine (CCRM) and European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) Australia networks.
CCRM Australia was established by ARMI and forms part of an international network with the original
organisation in Canada and future hubs in Europe, Japan, Singapore and Israel. ARMI, CCRM and its partners
have worked towards building opportunities and programs such as the international mentoring program.
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As another important international research link, ARMI group leaders, Associate Professors Edwina McGlinn
and Mikaël Martino, are part of the Victorian Node of EMBL Australia. These links provide unique access to the
best science in Europe and a new way to approach scientific endeavour.
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ARMI researchers and students at the
first CUHK-Monash Joint Symposium
on Regenerative Biology and Tissue
Engineering.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS –
FOSTERING GLOBAL LINKAGES
In addition to our international
outreach, ARMI is always pleased to
host prominent researchers from all
over the world in our External Seminar
Series. Their presentations offer ARMI
staff and students the opportunity
to hear the latest research findings
and to network and make linkages
with the national and global research
community (see page 82).

RETURN VISIT FOR MELBOURNE AND HONG KONG
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE RESEARCHERS
ARMI welcomed our collaborators from
the Chinese University of Hong Kong
(CUHK) for the 2nd CUHK-Monash
Joint Symposium on Regenerative
Biology and Tissue Engineering.

• biomedical engineering – through
the Monash Institute of Medical
Engineering and the CUHK Chow
Yuk Ho Technology Centre for
Innovative Medicine.

In 2018, ARMI researchers and
students travelled to Hong Kong, and,
in 2019, we were excited to welcome
our colleagues to Melbourne.

The program provides benefits that
both institutions can harness together,
including:
• building new collaborative
partnerships among our
researchers to addresses worldrelevant and strategically important
problems that will open new
research translation opportunities
between Australia and China
• supporting and strengthening
research excellence at each
institution
• meeting industry and government
demand for universities to produce
STEM graduates with a global
perspective and able to be
researcher/clinicians
• accessing external funding for
large-scale research projects
• building sustainable health research
capacity by attracting high-quality
PhDs, postdoctoral fellows and
academic leaders into strategic
research themes.

Researchers listened and shared their
latest work and jointly supervised
students, especially benefitted from
face-to-face time with supervisors.
Thank you to our Hong Kong peers
who travelled to attend and present
their work.
Monash University and CUHK
established a PhD exchange program
in 2017, to provide PhD students
with opportunities to access research
expertise, resources and infrastructure
at both institutions.
The PhD exchange program currently
focuses on two common strategic
research themes for medicine at both
Monash and CUHK. These are:
• regenerative medicine – through
ARMI and the CUHK Institute
for Tissue Engineering and
Regenerative Medicine

Monash University and CUHK delegates attending the 2nd CUHK-Monash Joint
Symposium on Regenerative Biology and Tissue Engineering in July 2019.
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International visitors to ARMI
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INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS –
FOSTERING GLOBAL LINKAGES
GLOBAL CONNECTIONS WITH SOUTH AMERICA ARE AS EASY AS ABC
Leading regenerative medicine and
developmental biology researchers
from Australia, Brazil and Chile met
in September in Brazil as part of the
Australia-Brazil-Chile (ABC) Network.
Created to broaden networks
and strengthen relationships
among research institutions from
the three countries, this was the
third time researchers have met
for a Regenerative Medicine and
Developmental Biology Symposium.
The 2019 Symposium was a satellite
event of the annual Federação de
Sociedades de Biologia Experimental
(FeSBE) conference which ran from
9–10 September in Campos do
Jordão, Brazil.
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At the event, researchers shared
cutting-edge research across four
sessions:
• genetic and molecular control of
development and organogenesis
• nervous system development and
regeneration
• stem cells and disease
• molecular control of muscle
development.
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ARMI Director, Professor Peter Currie
presented the plenary conference at
the event and was enthusiastic about
the ongoing international partnership.
“This type of cooperation is invaluable
to building momentum behind the
research,” he said.
“Leading institutions working together
means the best thinking and resources
are focused on achieving things we
couldn’t imagine alone.”
Synergies are also possible in the
business side of science, with teams
across the three countries joining forces
to apply for research funding to pursue
common goals.

Professor Hernandes Carvalho,
Director of FeSBE, also highlighted
opportunities for Network colleagues
across the three countries to interact
and strengthen productive research
relationships.
“The symposium underpins other
activities like staff and student
exchanges, collaborative projects and
joint journal publications. Sharing our
scientific expertise in person helps us
keep the Network thriving and engages
the next generation of scientific
leaders in regenerative medicine and
developmental biology.”

Dr Mirana Ramialison is ARMI’s
academic lead for ABC Network
activities and said the Network also
provides a unique competitive edge for
grants and research proposals.
“Leveraging complementary research
capabilities and infrastructure is a
practical way institutions involved in
the Network see a tangible benefit,”
she said. “This is the type of robust
collaborative network that speeds up
science.”

Leading regenerative medicine and developmental biology researchers from Australia, Brazil and Chile attending the 2019 Australia-BrazilChile (ABC) Network Symposium in Brazil.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS –
FOSTERING GLOBAL LINKAGES
BUILDING NEW GLOBAL COLLABORATIONS: THE 1ST MONASH-OSAKA UNIVERSITY JOINT
SYMPOSIUM

The first joint symposium took place at
Osaka University in 2019 and brought
together several researchers who may
not otherwise have had the opportunity
to meet or interact.
Delegates enjoyed a full day of talks
focusing on tissue engineering and
organoids, live imaging and cancer
biology. On the second day, the Osaka
University researchers invited ARMI
delegates into their labs to further
discuss how the research teams
from the two institutes could help one
another.
The relationship was built on a
productive partnership already
established between Monash University
and the Osaka University Graduate
School of Medicine (OUGSM), one of
Japan’s leading medical innovation and
translational research institutions.
Mr Silvio Tiziani, Director of External
Strategy and Planning, said ARMI
had reached out to Osaka’s Center of
Medical Innovation and Translational
Research to identify opportunities to
work together on projects on both

sides of the equator.
“From an ARMI perspective, this
connection enables us to improve our
research program. Collaborating with
researchers who have complementary
research interests in regenerative
medicine and stem cell biology, but
with a more clinical and translational
focus, markedly improves the Institute’s
research output and performance.”
Mr Tiziani said multiple potential new
collaborations were identified.
“The next step is to facilitate these
collaborations through co-funded
projects and shared PhD students.”
“Co-supervising a student is a
productive and practical way for
researchers at different universities to
work together on a shared project.
The student receives supervision from
two different people at two different
universities and can often travel
between the two universities to do part
of their work, which makes for quite a
rich PhD program.”
Professor Akira Myoui, Director of
the Medical Center for Translational
Research at Osaka University, played a
crucial role in setting up this partnership
and symposium.

“OUGSM is profoundly excited to be
involved in this partnership because it
does not wait for something to happen
naturally, but actively creates new
collaborations. These will no doubt
lead to new, groundbreaking research
findings that would not be possible
when working in isolation,” he said.
Our hope is that the findings generated
in this joint research will be translated
into new medical technologies through
clinical research collaborations between
the two countries.”
The ongoing importance of exchanging
expertise, resources and personnel
between the two universities was
recognised by both the Australian and
the Japanese Trade Consul-Generals.
Mr David Lawson (Australian ConsulGeneral in Osaka) and Mr Kazuyoshi
Matsunaga (Consul-General of Japan
in Melbourne) were both enthusiastic
about being a part of the symposium,
with Mr Lawson delivering the opening
address. Melbourne and Osaka are
sister cities, and the Monash-OUGSM
partnership helps strengthen this
relationship.

Monash University and Osaka University delegates attending the 1st Monash University – Osaka University Joint Symposium on Advanced
Biomedical Science in Osaka.
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ARMI was excited to expand its global
network with the 1st Monash University
– Osaka University Joint Symposium on
Advanced Biomedical Science.
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OUTREACH – ENGAGING WITH THE PUBLIC
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ARMI is committed to give back to the Australian public and to assist all stakeholders in improving their
understanding of the potential for regenerative medicine to contribute to public health and innovation in
Australia. ARMI works to build that understanding through our outreach programs and engagement with the
general public and government.
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(L to R): Ms Clare Pritchard, PhD student, ARMI; Mr Keith Cameron, President, Rotary Club of Brighton; Ms Heather Marriott, Events
Coordinator, ARMI attending the Rotary Club of Brighton’s meeting on 13th February 2019. Clare was the keynote speaker for the evening.

OUTREACH – ENGAGING WITH THE PUBLIC

Social media builds community

FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS

Our social media activity increased
throughout 2019 and we have further
plans to improve our reach into
communities. By facilitating more live
tweeting at events and sharing more
success stories, ARMI is developing
engaging science content for the
wider public.

9.6K

Parliamentary Liaison Group
promotes links with government
The Parliamentary Liaison Group
promoted greater interactions
among researchers and members of
parliament, both at state and federal
levels. The group also supported
growing awareness among lawmakers
of the benefits of medical research,
including regenerative medicine. The
group consists of ARMILAB member
the Hon. Dr Kay Patterson, Professor
James Bourne, Ms Celia Vandestadt
and Mr Anthony Park, with Mr Ben
Vivekenandan as an ex officio member.

AquaCore tours spread the word
about zebrafish
AquaCore and its fishy residents (see
page 58) are popular with the public. Our
staff conducted 87 tours for visitors to
foster science outreach and education.

TWITTER FOLLOWERS

3.1K

TOTAL LIKES 3.1K
TOTAL RETWEETS 749
LINKEDIN FOLLOWERS

1.1K

TOTAL CLICKS 2.1K
TOTAL LIKES, COMMENTS AND SHARES 969
INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS

646

TOTAL LIKES 2.9K

WEBSITE
TOTAL USERS 46.7K
TOTAL PAGEVIEWS 144.2K
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An important aspect of improving
the understanding of science is to
teach our future researchers how to
communicate through social media and
other channels. ARMI’s new social media
ambassador program in partnership
with The Social Science will help to both
train our future science communicators
and disseminate our stories and
successes with the public and within our
organisation.

TOTAL REACTIONS TO POSTS 2.0K
TOTAL COMMENTS ON POSTS 122
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OUTREACH – ENGAGING WITH THE PUBLIC

ARMI OPENS THE DOORS OF THE INNER RESEARCH SANCTUM
Inviting the public into the world of
research and demonstrating the lure
of the lab is deeply satisfying for many
scientists.
ARMI opened its lab doors to a large
public audience in May 2019, with 120
people attending. The Opening the
Vault Series event was co-hosted by
the Convergence Science Network.
Professor Peter Currie, ARMI Director,
said he especially delights in sharing
the excitement of discovery and the
long and patient road researchers must
travel to create new knowledge.
“I thoroughly enjoy the moment when I
can convey the intense desire I have to
explore, and the person I’m explaining
it to just gets it. Their face lights up, and
I can see their curiosity to learn more
comes alive – that’s the moment that I’ll
never get tired of.”

Professor Marc Parlange, Monash University Provost and Senior Vice-President, providing the
opening address.

The opportunity for scientific outreach
and communication can also reveal
undiscovered talents within the ARMI
research team.
“Learning to engage with the public is
as important as learning to speak at
scientific meetings,” Professor
Currie said.

Dr Gonzalo del Monte Nieto, ARMI Group Leader, explaining his research to curious students.
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“There is nothing like a face-to-face
conversation to convey the excitement
of regenerative medicine research and
to show our community the value of
this new frontier in science to their
future.”
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PhD candidate, Celia Vandestadt who
led the event at the Institute said the
number one comment from people
visiting ARMI on the night was that
they wanted more time at each of the
research stations. The researchers
also wanted more time to speak about
their work.
“The importance of outreach shouldn’t
be underestimated,” Celia said. “It’s one
of those things that just makes sense
for all involved. It benefits the public,
the researchers, the institution and the
research itself.”

L to R: Mr Silvio Tiziani, Director, External Strategy and Planning, ARMI; Mr Steve Dimopoulos
MP, Member for Oakleigh; Professor Peter Currie, Director, ARMI; Ms Celia Vandestadt, PhD
Candidate, ARMI; Professor Marc Parlange, Provost and Senior Vice-President, Monash
University; Mr Luan Ismahil, Executive Director, Convergence Science Network.

“The overwhelming sentiment from
scientists who volunteered their time to
participate in the event was in the reward
of seeing the wonder and excitement
guests had for the research.”

OUTREACH – ENGAGING WITH THE PUBLIC

CLAUDE BERNARD CELEBRATED WITH CHINA’S HIGHEST HONOUR FOR EXTERNAL EXPERTS
Emeritus Professor Claude Bernard
was awarded the 2018 ChunCheng
Friendship Award in August 2019.
The award, given by the Kunming
Municipal People’s Government,
People’s Republic of China is the
highest honour for experts from outside
of China who have made “outstanding
contributions to the country’s economic
and social progress.”
During his illustrious research career,
Professor Bernard embraced the
international and collaborative nature
of science.

Professor Bernard’s involvement
with the Chinese medical research
community began in 1981, when he
was invited by the Chinese Academy
of Medicine and the World Health
Organization to educate the best
clinicians in Beijing and Shanghai on the
latest concepts in immunology.
“I spent close to six weeks of
lecturing then. That was an amazing
experience,” Professor Bernard said.
More recently, Professor Bernard held
the title of Guest Professor at Kunming
Medical University (2011–2014), the
Yan-an Hospital, Kunming (since 2012),
China and the Bayi Brain Hospital,
General Hospital of Beijing Military
Command, China (2011–2014).
Professor Bernard also has a passion
for pro-bono work in China and India,
where he assists in lifting the quality of
science education, teaches medical
students and helps PhD students
and young scientists to develop grant
applications.

Emeritus Professor Claude Bernard being presented with the 2018 ChunCheng Friendship
Award in August 2019.

“I truly enjoy doing this pro-bono work
and give back some of what I was so
fortunate to receive from the community
at large,” Professor Bernard said.
During his research career, Professor
Bernard has supervised several
Chinese students, postdoctoral fellows
and a few researchers on sabbatical as
well and he still maintains close contact
with many of these researchers.
Professor Bernard is a great friend and
contributor to ARMI, with membership
on the Executive team, the ARMI
Development Engagement Committee
and the ARMI Leadership Advisory
Board.
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As a recipient of the ChunCheng
Friendship Award, Professor Bernard
is now counted among esteemed
company. Past recipients represent a
truly global cohort of leading academics
from a broad spectrum of sciences,
from computer science to geology, as
well as musicians, entrepreneurs and
experts in international law.
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FIVE DISCOVERY PIPELINES BACKED BY
INNOVATIVE RESEARCH TEAMS
RESEARCH AT ARMI IS STRUCTURED ALONG FIVE INTEGRATED DISCOVERY PIPELINES THAT
ALLOW OUR RESEARCH TEAMS TO EXPLORE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE REGENERATIVE PROCESS.
HEART AND MUSCLE
DEVELOPMENT AND
REGENERATION

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the number one cause of death globally: more
people die annually from CVDs than from any other cause. An estimated 17.9 million
people died from CVDs in 2016, representing 31 per cent of all global deaths. Of
these deaths, 85 per cent are due to heart attack and stroke.
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ARMI researchers are studying animals with highly sophisticated and specific
tissue regenerative qualities, developing cures for heart disease and other muscular
disorders, including dystrophies that can be translated to the patient bedside.
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IMMUNITY AND
REGENERATION

Soon after birth, our own immune systems mature, and we lose our capacity
to respond to damage with scar-free healing. ARMI scientists are exploring the
relationships between immunity and regeneration in the animal kingdom to enhance
tissue repair in patients with wounds or degenerative diseases.

STEM CELLS AND
REGENERATION

Stem cells are integral to the development of tissues in the embryo and persist in
adults as essential building blocks for our bodies. ARMI studies embryonic stem cells
as a window on the mechanisms of human development, and as an essential part of
the tool kit of regenerative medicine.
ARMI has devised methods for growing stem cells that can be used to repair
damaged tissue, investigate particular diseases, test drug candidates for therapeutic
safety and effectiveness, and develop ways to enhance the intrinsic mechanisms
of stem-mediated repair. ARMI can offer IP on specific stem cells for culturing and
scale-up and models that allow testing of stem cell potency.

NEURAL REGENERATION

Unlocking the regenerative potential in the central nervous system so it can be
harnessed to treat neurodegenerative disorders.
ARMI scientists are tackling the fundamental obstacles in neural repair for diseases
such as multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer’s, by uncovering neural regenerative
potential across the animal kingdom.

ORGAN ENGINEERING
AND SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

ARMI is exploring several innovative techniques to enhance function and form that is
lost as a consequence of ageing and degenerative diseases.
These techniques explore various aspects of tissue engineering including organoid
and organ on a chip technology, bioactive biomaterials and biointerfaces that
simulate the cellular microenvironment at the micro and nanoscale, functional
biomaterials and synthetic and biological matrices for tissue engineering and
transplant development.

HEART AND MUSCLE DEVELOPMENT AND
REGENERATION

Neural tube electroporation with U2-GFP to target neural crest cells of chick embryos.
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A human heart beats over four billion times in an average lifetime yet, unlike other tissues in the body, the
heart is unable to regenerate or replace damaged tissue. Some organisms, such as the zebrafish, can repair
and regenerate injuries to the heart, without any scar tissue or collateral damage. This gives researchers a
unique opportunity to study these organisms to try to unlock the secrets of heart tissue regeneration. ARMI
researchers are studying zebrafish to develop cures for heart muscle degenerative disease and to discover
new ways to mend a broken heart.
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HEART AND MUSCLE DEVELOPMENT AND
REGENERATION
PETER CURRIE
The Currie Group is curious about the biological mechanisms of the zebrafish, a
freshwater fish that is native to South-East Asia.
Zebrafish are used in scientific research to understand human genetics and the
biological processes of human diseases.
They are beneficial because they grow quickly and are optically transparent. The
zebrafish embryo is very clear – every cell in the forming embryo can be seen, which
make it very easy to work with. It also shares 70 per cent of the genetic code of
Homo sapiens.

RESEARCH

Professor Peter Currie

The Currie Group uses zebrafish embryos to learn about muscle cell types. In
particular, the group is interested in how specific muscle cell types are determined
within the developing embryo, how they grow and how they regenerate after injury.

CHRISTOPHE MARCELLE
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The Marcelle Group is interested in understanding how unspecialised mesodermal
cells in the embryo become specialised functional skeletal muscle cells. The
group addresses those questions using chick and mouse embryos as the model.
The researchers study the cellular and molecular mechanisms regulating this cell
specialisation using high-end in vivo electroporation and imaging.
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RESEARCH
The group’s two main aims are to characterise the signalling pathways regulating
the initiation of muscle cell formation (myogenesis) in the early embryo and to identify
the gene networks underlying muscle cell fusion, which leads to the formation of
multinucleated muscle fibres.

Professor Christophe Marcelle

EDWINA MCGLINN
The McGlinn Group is focused on elucidating novel gene networks that drive growth
and identity in the early embryo.

RESEARCH
The McGlinn Group is particularly interested in critical developmental regulators, the
Hox genes, and how micro-RNAs shape Hox functional output during the formation of
the vertebral column and spinal cord.
They use elegant mouse genetics coupled with cutting-edge functional genomics
technologies to unravel novel gene networks and mechanisms of regulation.

Associate Professor Edwina McGlinn

HEART AND MUSCLE DEVELOPMENT AND
REGENERATION
MIRANA RAMIALISON
The Ramialison Group is studying development and disease. They are a
multidisciplinary team of computational and molecular biologists who specialise in
genomics. The researchers answer complex questions using new genomic technology
and the zebrafish as a model organism.

RESEARCH
The research team applies systems biology (the study of biological components
– molecules, cells, organisms or entire species) to reconstruct the cardiac gene
regulatory networks and to work out what leads to proper heart formation and what
causes congenital heart disease.

2019 HIGHLIGHTS
• In collaboration with Professor Nadia Rosenthal’s group, the Ramialison Group
investigated the response of different mice strains following a heart attack.
Using custom-designed bioinformatics strategies, they discovered that genetic
variations between ‘wild-type’ strains lead to variable responses to myocardial
infarction. This research helps to understand why our capacity to recover from a
heart attack differs depending on our genetic background (Salimova et al., see
reference 56).
• The group published an authoritative review highlighting the current state-of-theart knowledge on the ‘non-coding genome’ also known as ‘the dark matter’ of
the genome or ‘junk DNA’. This study discusses the genomics resources and
technologies available to explore the function of these regions in congenital heart
disease. It highlights the future challenges that her group and other in the world
will be actively tackling (Chahal et al., see reference 12).
• Dr Ramialison’s team has been awarded an NHMRC Ideas Grant to investigate
the contribution of novel genetic mutations that lie in the ‘dark matter’ of the
genome to congenital heart disease.
• Her team members received prestigious awards in 2019. Dr Ramialison received
the 2019 International SCZI Travel Award, the 2019 Advancing Women’s
Research Success Grant and a nomination to the VESKI Leading the Way: Midcareer emerging leaders. PhD student Gulrez Chahal received an APR Intern
scholarship with CSL and Masters student Bella Wang received a 2019 ‘AMSI
CHOOSE MATHS’ grant.
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Dr Mirana Ramialson
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HEART AND MUSCLE DEVELOPMENT AND
REGENERATION
GONZALO DEL MONTE-NIETO
Cardiovascular disease is the major killer worldwide with congenital heart disease
affecting 1 in 100 live-born babies in Australia. The del Monte-Nieto Group is
interested in understanding the molecular mechanisms and developmental processes
orchestrating normal heart development in embryos and the translation of this
knowledge to better understand congenital and adult heart disease, and cardiac
regeneration.
The understanding of the cellular and molecular processes normally happening during
embryonic development that when dysregulated lead to disease will allow us to design
efficient genetic screening methods and therapies to ameliorate disease sequelae
including the process of cardiac regeneration after myocardial infarction.

RESEARCH
Dr Gonzalo del Monte Nieto

The del Monte-Nieto Group is interested in the study of the molecular mechanisms
and developmental processes orchestrating normal heart development in embryos by
integrating all the cellular and non-cellular components involved.
The group aims to apply multidisciplinary approaches including mathematical modelling
and bioengineering to developmental biology studies to generate in silico and in vitro
models to confirm our biological results and formulate a new hypothesis to design
novel therapies for heart disease.
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2019 HIGHLIGHTS
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• In 2019, Dr Gonzalo del Monte-Nieto opened his lab doors at ARMI as part of
Monash University’s investment in the Victorian cardiovascular research hub.
• During 2019, the lab established a research team to study the molecular
regulation controlling heart development. This fundamental knowledge will be
applied to better understand the causes of congenital heart disease and to
advance current strategies to improve a patient’s outcome after a heart attack.
• The lab published collaborative research about the critical role of environmental
factors such as hypoxia in heart development (see reference 42, Appendix 1)
and a comprehensive review on the role of non-coding RNAs during the process
of endothelial to mesenchymal transition (EndMT; see reference 22, Appendix
1). EndMT is a process critical for cardiac valve development in the developing
embryo and was recently identified as critical in pathological conditions such as
atherosclerosis, cardiac fibrosis and cancer, among other conditions.
• Dr del Monte-Nieto was awarded a Future Leader Fellowship from the Heart
Foundation of Australia. The award recognises Dr del Monte-Nieto as an
emerging leader in the cardiovascular field. He and his team were awarded a
collaborative Discovery Project from the Australian Research Council to continue
investigating the paradigm-shifting model of cardiac chamber development.

IMMUNITY AND REGENERATION

Before birth, the human immune system gives the body the ability to heal injuries and tissues without forming
a scar. But soon after birth, the immune system matures and the capacity to regenerate tissue and repair
damage with scar-free healing is lost.
Just how the immune system regulates this prenatal tissue regeneration is still unknown. Researchers
have studied animals with a wide range of regenerative capabilities and discovered that the immune
system can either aid or hinder tissue repair. The greatest regenerative capacity is achieved through careful
orchestration of particular immune system responses.

This image shows reconstitution of a rat
skull by micro computed tomography
(microCT). Two circular bone defects
on the calvaria were regenerated after
two months by the local delivery of
engineered human growth factors.
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ARMI scientists are examining the relationships between immunity and regeneration across the animal
kingdom to learn how to enhance tissue repair in patients with wounds or degenerative diseases.
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IMMUNITY AND REGENERATION

GRAHAM LIESCHKE
The Lieschke Group studies the haemopoietic system and leukocytes. The
haemopoietic system is a collection of organs and tissues (bone marrow, spleen, lymph
nodes, etc.) responsible for the production of blood cells.
Leukocytes (white blood cells) are the keys cells that defend the body against foreign
substances. They also play a major role in determining whether tissue repairs and
regenerates rather than scars after injury.

RESEARCH
Using the zebrafish as a model organism, the Lieschke Group study blood cell
development and function. They look at mutant zebrafish with faulty blood cell
development to find insights into the genes that regulate the haemopoietic system.

Professor Graham Lieschke

Mutant zebrafish also assist with understanding the role of leukocytes in inflammation
and healing. Infection models that stimulate leukocytes in action are used to investigate
the host-pathogen response.
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2019 HIGHLIGHTS
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• In a paper published in PLoS Biology (Pazhakh et al., see reference 49, Appendix
1), the Lieschke Group used their zebrafish infection models to examined how
neutrophils and macrophages respond when a fungal infection starts. These are
the white blood cells that protect against invading microorganisms. The group
discovered a process they called ‘shuttling’. Although these white blood cells take
up the fungal microbes themselves, they also swap them between neutrophils
and macrophages (see page 18 for a news story on shuttling).
• The Lieschke Group successfully used lattice light sheet microscopy to watch
neutrophils in action in living tissues as they migrate towards a tissue injury
site. This high-end microscopy provides higher resolution in space and time
than was previously possible, revealing unsuspected details about migrating
neutrophil behaviours.

MIKAËL MARTINO
The Martino Group combines research in immunology, stem cells and bioengineering,
to understand the molecular and cellular mechanisms governing tissue repair and
regeneration. Using the findings from the lab, the group aims at engineering novel
regenerative strategies.

RESEARCH
To design successful regenerative therapies and make regenerative medicine a more
widespread reality, we need to understand how our body can create an environment
suitable for regeneration. For instance, tissue injury and the healing process are usually
accompanied by the activation of our immune system. The type of immune response,
its duration, and the cells involved can considerably change the outcome of the healing
process from incomplete restoration (causing scarring/fibrosis and loss of function) to
complete recovery (regeneration).
Associate Professor Mikaël Martino

One of the main goals of the group is to reveal the key mechanisms by which the
immune system leads to tissue repair or regeneration. Our research tools include
genetically modified and chimeric mice as well as injury models in tissues such as
bone, skin and muscle. Ultimately, the group seeks to engineer efficient regenerative
strategies that integrate control of the immune system using various bioengineering
approaches (such as biomaterials, protein engineering or immunoengineering).

STEM CELLS AND REGENERATION

Stem cells are less specialised cells that divide and differentiate into diverse, specialised cells to form a vast
array of tissues. Stem cells can be grown in the laboratory and can be used to:
• repair damaged tissue
• investigate particular diseases
• test the therapeutic safety and effectiveness of potential new drugs.
Cancer stem cells can proliferate to form persistent, self-renewing tumours and understanding how this
happens could help researchers to create future new treatments.

Mouse adipose tissue (green) and blood
vessels (red).
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Researchers at ARMI study stem cells as a window on the mechanisms of development and as an essential
part of the toolkit of regenerative medicine.
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STEM CELLS AND REGENERATION

JENNIFER ZENKER
Microtubules are highly dynamic cytoskeletal filaments regulating fundamental
processes including cell division, migration and differentiation. The Zenker Group seeks
to understand how a cell’s structure and function is regulated by the continuous reorganisation of the microtubule network. Live imaging is used to discover the spatiotemporal accuracy of the microtubule dynamics in animal models of developmental
and stem cell biology.

2019 HIGHLIGHTS
• Dr Jennifer Zenker was awarded the CIFAR Azrieli Scholarship 2019 in
‘Molecular Architecture of Life’. Winning this highly competitive award
demonstrates Dr Zenker’s excellence in the field of cell and developmental
biology within the global science network.

Dr Jennifer Zenker
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ROBIN HOBBS
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Adult stem cells are found in living organisms. They are undifferentiated cells found
throughout the body after development. Their main role is to maintain and repair the
tissue in which they are located by a process of cell division to replenish dying cells.
Discovering the mechanisms behind this will provide invaluable information to medical
science.

RESEARCH
The primary research aim of the Hobbs Group is to identify and define the critical
molecular mechanism underlying adult stem cells by using germline stem cells from the
testis as a model system.
The Hobbs Group aims to uncover the self-renewal capabilities of adult stem cells –
this will be important to the fields of fertility, tissue regeneration and cancer.
Dr Robin Hobbs

STEM CELLS AND REGENERATION

ANDREW LASLETT
Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) have the ability of indefinite self-renewal and to
differentiate into all types of human adult cells.
The Laslett Group investigates the biology of human pluripotent stem cell lines,
including embryonic stem cells (hESC) and human-induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPS) – developed cells that have been manipulated to enter a more primitive, less
specialised stem cell state.

RESEARCH
More understanding of human pluripotent stem cell lines will lead to the development of
tools and novel cell lines that will be required for the safe use of these cell types in future
cell-based industries.
This is important because although the potential for the treatment of diseases
and injuries is huge, the technology also creates several risks when producing cell
populations to be used for cell therapy.

ANDRAS NAGY
Cell-based therapies have the potential to treat many currently incurable degenerative
diseases by replacing missing or damaged tissues or by generating cells with unique
biological activity at the disease site. The Nagy Group is creating ‘designer’ cells that
incorporate pre-engineered functional elements to confer novel therapeutic features.
These features include inducing allograft tolerance, reducing tumour risk, live cell
tracking and cell sensors and expressing local-acting secreted biologics. These
functional elements act as building blocks, which can be combined and customised for
cell therapy applications across various species and disease models.

RESEARCH

Professor Andras Nagy

The Nagy Group’s research efforts are highly collaborative and coordinated with our
sister-lab in Toronto, Canada. At ARMI, the Nagy Group is predominantly focused
on developing cell therapies for brain injury, stroke and multiple sclerosis (MS). We
work within mouse, human and nonhuman primate pluripotent stem cell systems
using technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing, somatic cell
reprogramming, directed differentiation and piggyBac transposase-mediated gene
transfer. To learn more about the Toronto-based Nagy Group and research interests,
see http://research.lunenfeld.ca/nagy/.
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Associate Professor Andrew Laslett
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STEM CELLS AND REGENERATION

SUSIE NILSSON
The Nilsson Group is involved in a number of research projects that focus on
understanding haemopoietic stem cells – the stem cells responsible for the production
of blood and immune cells.
Haemopoietic stem cells are a very important part of the body as they are continually
renewing blood, creating billions of new blood cells each day. They are located in the
bone marrow, which is the flexible tissue found on the inside of most bones.

RESEARCH
The main objective of the group’s research is to characterise the microenvironment
in which blood stem cells reside. The group studies blood stem cells at a cellular and
molecular level, and analyses how the stem cells develop into new blood cells.

Professor Susie Nilsson

Learning more about normal and diseased stem cells will lead to better prevention,
clinical diagnosis and treatment. This will ultimately improve human health. For
example, people with cancer might have better outcomes if researchers can improve
bone marrow transplantation by finding new ways to replace normal cells destroyed
during anticancer therapy. Essentially, better bone marrow transplantation will allow
higher doses of chemotherapy or radiation to be given, which will be a more effective
form of treatment.
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2019 HIGHLIGHTS
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• A study from the Nilsson Group was published in the journal Cells and describes
the role of osteopontin in regulating fetal haematopoietic stem cells in developing
bone marrow (Cao et al., see reference 9, Appendix 1).
• Professor Susie Nilsson was invited to present at both the 48th Annual Meeting
of the International Society for Experimental Hematology and the XXVII Congress
of the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis.
• Professor Nilsson and Dr Ben Cao presented talks at the 24th European
Hematology Association (EHA) Congress in Amsterdam, Netherlands. With more
than 12,000 delegates in attendance, it was the largest EHA congress ever held.
• Dr Cao was also invited to present at the Gilead International Research Scholars
Program in Hematology/Oncology awards dinner in Amsterdam as a previous
recipient of the prestigious award.
• Dr Cao received travel grants from ARMI and the EHA.

STEM CELLS AND REGENERATION

JOSÉ POLO
The Polo Group is interested in the transcriptional and epigenetic mechanisms that
govern cell identity and cell fate. It has a particular focus on pluripotency and the
reprogramming of somatic cells into induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells and other
mature cell types.
Being able to reprogram any specific mature cell into a pluripotent state and then back
into any other particular cell gives the group a unique tool to study the molecular and
cellular events that permit the conversion of one cell type to another.
Moreover, iPS cells and the reprogramming technology are of great interest in
pharmaceutical and clinical settings, as the technology can be used to generate animal
and cellular models for the study of various diseases as well as provide (in the future)
specific patient tailor-made cells for their use in cellular replacement therapies.

RESEARCH
The Polo Group is dissecting the nature and dynamics of the process using a broad
array of approaches through the use of mouse models and a combination of different
molecular, biochemical and cellular techniques and genome-wide studies.
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Professor José Polo
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NEURAL REGENERATION

Researchers now know that the adult brain retains plasticity (the ability to change) throughout life and
can respond to injury or disease. This ability can determine healthy ageing and mental functioning.
Understanding the regenerative potential of the brain and central nervous system will assist researchers in
finding new treatments for neurodegenerative disorders.
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Uncovering neural regenerative potential across the animal kingdom helps ARMI scientists to tackle the
fundamental obstacles to more effective neural repair in diseases like multiple sclerosis (MS), stroke, spinal
cord injury and Alzheimer’s disease.
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Samples ready to be processed for imaging.

NEURAL REGENERATION

DEVELOPMENT AND PLASTICITY
The cerebral cortex of an adult is an intricate system of interconnected areas. How
these areas emerge and mature seamlessly and establish connections with other
parts of the brain is not yet known. Through molecular biology techniques, magnetic
resonance imaging and neural tracing, the Bourne Group has made many great
findings and discoveries in neurobiology.

NEUROREPAIR
It is now accepted that early in life, the brain is in its most plastic state and is more
amenable to repair following injury. The Bourne Group is beginning to uncover which
molecules are present in the neonatal brain and which ones are responsible for greater
permissibility of functional recovery following brain injury compared to an adult brain
that has suffered an identical injury.

JAMES BOURNE
The Bourne Group is at the forefront of
understanding visual brain development
and plasticity, as well as studying
pathology states such as stroke.
The laboratory uses the visual system
of the non-human primate (marmoset
monkey) brain as a research model to
address how the complex visual cortex
is established. The non-human primate
visual brain’s protracted development
allows for greater understanding of
how different brain areas establish
connections and ultimately mature,
with implications for diseases such as
schizophrenia and autism.
The marmoset serves as an invaluable
model in stroke research as the
nonhuman primate brain has a high
degree of anatomical and physiological
similarity with the human brain. This
similarity is not evident in other species.
Lessons learned from brain injury in the
monkey have given the group greater
capacity to translate the results, providing
significant hope for stroke victims.

RESEARCH
The group has three primary focuses
that are studied in parallel. These are:
• to explore the development and
maturation of the visual brain in
non-human primates
• to determine which brain areas
enable residual vision following
significant brain injury
• to understand the cellular and
systemic effects that occur
following stroke.

2019 HIGHLIGHTS
• Studying the anatomical organisation of areas of the brain that control visual
motion, the group discovered a specialised type of neurons responsible
for processing stimulus in the central visual field. They described that the
connections from the thalamus to the same visual areas of the cortex are highly
organised, representing a map of the whole visual field. This work has important
implications for understanding the function of the visual brain and was published
in the prestigious journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA
(Mundinano et al., see reference 45, Appendix 1).
• When looking at the initial steps of wiring in the embryonic brain, the Bourne
Group discovered that the sequence of events in the primate brain, including
in humans, is very distinct from the current rodent-based model. This finding
has important implications in the context of understanding neurodevelopmental
cognitive disorders (Alzu’bi et al., see reference 2, Appendix 1). The group
was also the first to exhaustively map the connectivity of the medial pulvinar, a
primate-specific brain region, demonstrating a greater network than expected
(Homman-Ludiye et al., see reference 21, Appendix 1). Abnormal development
of the medial pulvinar, as evidenced in patients with schizophrenia, autism and
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), has, therefore, more dramatic
consequences than anticipated (Homman-Ludiye and Bourne, see reference 20,
Appendix 1). Using innovative imaging technique, the researchers observed that
this connectivity is remodelled during adolescence, under the control of the brain
resident macrophages, the microglia, a first in the primate.
• The Bourne Group is leading research to uncover how factors that promote
recovery in infants can be reintroduced later in life to improve outcomes after
central nervous system injuries. This strategy has identified specific signalling
cues that act on reactive astrocytes, tempering the scarring mechanism in the
middle-aged brain after injury, improving the preservation of neural circuitry and
function. This has led to the development and testing of drug candidates aimed
at translating this strategy into clinical applications.
• Research led by the Bourne Group in collaboration with CSIRO is developing novel
implantable hydrogels that aim to minimise the impact of severe central nervous
system trauma and neurosurgical procedures on adjacent surviving neurones. This
collaboration capitalises on expertise in neurobiology, materials sciences and protein
chemistry to develop a system capable of enabling controlled drug delivery while
supporting brain mechanical and physiological integrity after implantation.
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Professor James Bourne

The group has developed a novel model of stroke that will translate to the clinic and
enables the researchers to explore how the brain responds to injury early and late in life.
The researchers have used this model in conjunction with molecular biology techniques
and live multiphoton imaging to shortlist some candidate molecules that may prove to
be beneficial to patients who have had a stroke.
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NEURAL REGENERATION

JAN KASLIN
The Kaslin Group is interested in cellular plasticity in the brain and spinal cord. In
particular, the group studies how the neural system can repair itself by mobilising stem
cells and how researchers can improve this process.

RESEARCH
In the past, neural stem cells and brain regeneration has mostly been studied in
vertebrates (such as rodents). But this raises a problem because these vertebrates have
very limited potential to regenerate.
Enter the zebrafish. This fish can regenerate parts of its central nervous system – even
in adult zebrafish. Using the zebrafish model, therefore, has many advantages for
researchers, as it can solve questions that previously could not be answered.
The Kaslin Group uses the zebrafish model to reveal how neural stem cell populations are
formed during development and how they can be controlled to improve repair after injury
or in disease.
Dr Jan Kaslin

NADINATH NILLEGODA
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Protein conformational diseases with pathological consequences such as those leading to
neurodegeneration and dementia, coincide with the formation and accumulation of protein
aggregates in affected cells/tissues over time, leading to cellular proteostasis breakdown.
Often, symptoms linked to these disease conditions become apparent only in the long-lived,
ageing communities and thus, largely limits our ability to develop preventive therapeutics.
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The Nillegoda Group is probing attractive new proteostasis-based directions for future
therapeutic interventions that could potentially slow and/or reverse neurodegeneration and
apply to a broad range of disorders from Alzheimer’s disease to multiple sclerosis.

RESEARCH

Dr Nadinath Nillegodan

Aggregation of cellular proteins is amplified upon exposure to various acute proteotoxic
stresses (e.g. oxidative damage and heat shock), chronic disease conditions (e.g.
neurodegeneration) and ageing. The Nillegoda Group uses cutting-edge in vitro and in
vivo techniques to study chaperone-based protein quality control machineries mediating
protein aggregate solubilisation and clearance, a process central to restoring and linked
to organismal fitness. A major focus of the group is to study the regulation of human
protein disaggregases (aggregate solubilisation machines) under physiological and
pathophysiological conditions. These studies provide insights onto the molecular basis of
the onset and progression of neurodegenerative diseases and allow us to devise strategies
to boost aggregate clearance in affected tissues to reduce associated neurotoxicities.

TOBY MERSON
The Merson Group studies the cellular and molecular interactions between
neurons and myelin-forming oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system.
A major goal of our research is to develop strategies to promote myelin repair in
diseases such as multiple sclerosis. The group also has an emerging interest in
the role of oligodendrocyte turnover and myelin remodelling in cognitive processes
such as learning and memory and the contribution of myelin dynamics to
neurological disorders.

Dr Toby Merson

Insulin in pancreatic beta-cells.
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ORGAN ENGINEERING AND
SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
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ORGAN ENGINEERING AND
SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
HARALD JANOVJAK
The research of the Janovjak Group lies at the interface of synthetic biology and
mammalian physiology. The group has established new methods to control:
• cellular signalling pathways such as those activated by receptor tyrosine kinases
and G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs)
• behaviour such as proliferation and survival of nerve cells, cancer cells and key cell
populations involved in metabolism.
Their methods offer spatial precision and can, for example, activate only selected
cells or tissues ex vivo and in vivo. The methods also offer temporal precision and can
intervene in specific stages during development and disease progression, including but
not limited to optogenetics.
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Associate Professor Harald Janovjak
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The group is currently applying these methods to understand and manipulate cells
and tissues affected by degeneration, with a particular focus on Type I diabetes and
Parkinson’s disease. The group’s interdisciplinary research combines the development
of new molecular tools and the study of disease using the mouse and the fruit fly.

ALBERTO ROSELLÓ-DÍEZ
The aim of regenerative medicine is not only to recover the integrity of individual organs
but also to maintain the proportions with the rest of the body. The Roselló-Díez Group
uses animal models to study the local and systemic mechanisms that orchestrate
organ growth and repair in vertebrates. The ultimate goal is to lay the groundwork for
regenerative therapies aimed at boosting these mechanisms.

RESEARCH
The Roselló-Díez Group studies the signals that operate within the bones and between
them and other tissues/organs during development and regeneration. At the local
level, the group studies phenomena such as compensatory proliferation in response
to biochemical and mechanical changes in the cell vicinity. At the systemic level, the
group is exploring the role of the vascular and nervous systems in the bidirectional
communication between the bones and the rest of the body.
Dr Alberto Roselló-Díez

OPERATIONS AND GOVERNANCE

HEALTHY REPORT CARD FOR ARMI AFTER ROOT AND BRANCH
REVIEW
A comprehensive Monash internal review of ARMI has resulted in ticks of approval
across all aspects of our operations.
The review committee, headed by Professor Roger Summers, found a lot to praise
in all areas reviewed including governance and management, teaching and research,
relationships and finance.
The committee applauded our global leadership in regenerative medicine. It noted
the high quality of our people at all levels, including higher degree research students,
early-career researchers, laboratory heads, the Director and the Leadership Advisory
Board. Our recruitment of outstanding researchers drew praise as did our publications
in top-ranked journals and our ability to attract funds.
Collaborations with researchers from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory,
CSIRO, Chinese University of Hong Kong and at Monash, particularly the Monash
Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences and other effective national and
international relationships were also commended.
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ARMI would like to thank the hard work of the committee, which included Professor
Roger Summers (Chair), Professor Matthew Gillespie, Professor Jane Fisher, Professor
Mike Ryan, Professor Simon Foote, Professor Wayne Hodgson, Mr Brett Waldegrave
and Ms May Cheng.
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CORE TECHNICAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES

AQUATICS RESEARCH
PLATFORM
AquaCore
AquaCore, the Aquatics Research
Facility, is unique among research
institutions in Australia, housing and
breeding important model organisms for
regenerative biology. AquaCore contains
zebrafish, Medaka, Killifish, sharks,
turtles and axolotls.
The facility is involved in science
outreach and education, with 87 tours
given to visitors.
Zebrafish are key tools in biomedical
research, including regenerative
medicine. Researchers use them to
model human diseases and injuries
to improve their understanding of
how the body regenerates. AquaCore
houses 1,000 quarantine and 5,200
non-quarantine tanks and supplies and
houses zebrafish, which are used by the
researchers.
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AquaCore can provide wild-type
zebrafish as well as genetically modified
and mutant strains. The facility is
the largest of its kind in the southern
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Zebrafish.

hemisphere and can meet the needs
of ARMI, Monash University and the
external biomedical research community.
The facility also can host additional
freshwater fish such as Medaka fish.
AquaCore is certified to a Physical
Containment level 2 (PC2) by the Office
of the Gene Technology Regulator.
The large zebrafish quarantine facility is
approved by the Australian Quarantine
and Inspection Service and provides
infrastructure and know-how for imports
of zebrafish for laboratories in Australia.
In addition to the aquarium facilities,
AquaCore has a phenotyping laboratory
with the infrastructure necessary for
phenotypic analyses, embryonic and
adult fish manipulation and generation
of transgenic animals. It also has
microscopes with microinjection
apparatus, dedicated confocal
microscopy for time-lapse analysis of
live animals, and the equipment for laser
ablation and single-cell labelling.
Axolotls are a well-studied animal
model of regeneration as they can
fully regenerate limbs and organs,
much like zebrafish. As they are very
primitive vertebrates, sharks are critical

to understanding the evolution of
development and regenerative biology.
The facility has several separate water
recirculating systems including tempered
and tropical freshwater (zebrafish,
Medaka, axolotl, Killifish) and seawater
systems (sharks and turtles).
The axolotl facility is used to maintain a
breeding colony of a variety of pedigree
axolotls. It houses large 1.5-metre tanks
for breeding adults and hundreds of
tanks for rearing and keeping larvae and
juveniles.
The marine system houses a broodstock
of tropical epaulette sharks Hemiscyllium
ocellatum and a cold-water incubation
system for elephant shark Callorhinchus
milii embryos. The facility also can
accommodate additional marine animals;
for example, the facility transiently
hosts juvenile marine turtles that will be
released later.

Monash Transgenic Quail Facility
The Monash Transgenic Quail Facility
(MTQF) was established by ARMI
researchers to create a unique research
platform using birds for genetic
manipulation.
A collaboration among ARMI, Monash
University and CSIRO Geelong, the
MTQF is the first transgenic quail facility
in the world and the first to apply the
powerful gene-editing technology
(CRISPR) to quails.
MTQF has produced several proofof-concept transgenic quail lines and
has now begun commercialising
transgenic quails to provide disease and
experimental models for researchers
around the world.
Several researchers have rapidly applied
this unique technology to enhance their
research and develop new research
areas. This includes researchers from:
• ARMI (Professor Christophe Marcelle
and Associate Professor Edwina
McGlinn)

Quail eggs.

• Monash Biomedicine Discovery
Institute (Associate Professor Craig
Smith)
• CSIRO (Dr Timothy Doran) – a
project to produce the world’s first
gene knockout quail using CRISPR/
Cas9 technology.

Genetic manipulation is faster and
cheaper in quails because quails reach
sexual maturity in six weeks rather than
the six months it takes for chickens. This
makes quails a good pilot model for the
poultry industry before moving into more
expensive chicken models.

Genetic manipulation of birds is a
relatively recent development compared
with widely used mice and other
mammals. Although the use of chickens
is growing, transgenic quails reach
sexual maturity in six weeks (six months
for chickens) making the quail a faster
and cheaper alternative to transgenic
chickens, with which they share 96 per
cent genetic similarity.

Bird models give researchers better
access to the embryo than mammals.
Researchers can store the eggs at
14 °C for up to one week allowing
the synchronisation of batches of
incubating eggs. At their convenience,
researchers can open the egg to
manipulate the embryo, re-seal the
egg and then continue incubation. In
mice, manipulating embryos would be a
difficult procedure requiring surgery that
is riskier for the animals.

Avian models are better than mice in
some situations because birds produce
a large number of eggs (one egg per day
per female) that give easy access to the
embryo. Birds have some useful genetic
links with humans and some tissues
are better for comparison with humans.
The skeletal system of birds is similar
to humans and mice. This is especially
useful for research into skeletal muscle
regeneration.

The MTQF is located in Building 13C
(Chancellor Walk) adjacent to ARMI and
is part of the Monash University Facility of
Nursing and Health Science.
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AVIAN RESEARCH PLATFORM
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STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE
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Dr David Rhodes
Chair
Industry Advisory Committee
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LEADERSHIP ADVISORY BOARD

The ARMI Leadership Advisory Board plays an important role in helping ARMI achieve
its objectives and strategic goals.
The Board helps to enhance the reputation and positioning of the Institute with key
stakeholders including business, government, media and the broader community.
Specifically, the Board works closely with senior management to:
• promote the vision, role and accomplishments of ARMI among business,
government, media and the broader community
• assist in the development of new ideas and initiatives to support the objectives of
ARMI
• provide the Director and any steering bodies with feedback from an external
perspective of ARMI.
These objectives are accomplished through:
• advocacy
• contributing experience and insight
• supporting and, where appropriate, mentoring ARMI’s Director and its leadership
• supporting ARMI’s fundraising objectives by assisting ARMI and Monash External
Relations, Development and Alumni to build key philanthropic, donor and funding
relationships.
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Meeting dates
13 February
1 May
21 August
20 November
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LEADERSHIP ADVISORY BOARD

Mr Tim Murphy (Chair)
Mr Tim Murphy lived and worked in Brussels, London and Canberra but now lives
in Melbourne. His extensive national and international experience during the past 20
years includes advising C-suite staff on corporate issues in regulated environments.
He’s a business builder, strategist, adviser and survivor of high growth, merger,
consolidation and downsizing global and national business environments. Mr Murphy
specialises in providing strategic corporate licence-to-operate advice, advising a range
of businesses from corporations and SMEs to start-ups and research institutions. He
has also had successful roles in the arts and entertainment industries, as well as in
pharmaceutical and medical research sectors, universities and on company boards.
In 2007, Mr Murphy was a senior advisor to Australia’s Innovation Minister, Senator
Kim Carr. Mr Murphy is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, has
a Master of Marketing from the University of Melbourne’s Melbourne Business School
and a Bachelor of Science (Hons).

Emeritus Professor Claude Bernard
Over the course of nearly 50 years in research, Professor Claude Bernard established
the first multiple sclerosis (MS) mouse model, elucidated the role of immune cells (T
cells) in MS, and led world-first research establishing human cell lines from people with
MS. These human cell lines have become invaluable research tools to investigate MS
and develop new therapies.
Professor Bernard undertook a Master of Sciences in Microbiology and Immunology
in the Faculty of Medicine, Montreal and then completed a PhD in the same area of
research (1973). He furthered his studies by completing a Doctorate es Sciences (DSc)
d’Etat at the University Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, France in 1978.
His extensive research and teaching career includes working at the University of
Alberta, Canada, the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Australia,
LaTrobe University, Australia, the Monash Immunology and Stem Cell Laboratories at
Monash University, Australia and ARMI.

He was a Fulbright Scholar with the Department of Neurology at the University of
California, San Francisco (1998–1999) and held the title of Guest Professor at Kuming
Medical University, China and the Bayi Brain Hospital, General Hospital of Beijing
Military Command, China (2011–2014).
Professor Bernard was the Interim Deputy Director of ARMI between May 2016 and
April 2018.
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Professor Bernard’s sabbaticals encompass stints at the Weizmann Institute of
Science, Israel (1985), the Department of Neurology & Neurological Sciences, Stanford
University, USA (1991); the San Raffaele Scientific Institute Milano, Italy and the
Laboratoire d’Immunologie Faculté de Médecine de Nancy, France.
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LEADERSHIP ADVISORY BOARD

Mr Andrew Brough
Mr Andrew Brough’s career has included working in Australia, the United Kingdom,
United States and France in executive and non-executive roles. Most recently he has
spent six years as an Executive Director with the Foundation for Young Australians. In
the UK, he worked with the Young Foundation developing partnerships with public and
private sector stakeholders and setting up social venture funds in education and health
and new ventures including the School of Everything, Studio Schools and the Social
Innovation Camp.
Previously he worked in technology venture capital and management in Europe,
developing several ventures from University R&D and consulting on innovation to
organisations such as the BBC, NHS, UCL, Siemens and Philips.
He has been a Board member for commercial, government and social organisations
including the National Probation Service and Metropolitan Support Trust in the UK. He
has a Masters in Space Science, Cum Laude and a Bachelors Degree in Mechanical
Engineering with First Class Honours. He is a member of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.

Professor Peter Currie
Professor Peter Currie received his PhD from Syracuse University, New York, USA.
He undertook postdoctoral training in zebrafish development at the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund (now Cancer Research UK) in London, UK. He has worked as an
independent laboratory head at the UK Medical Research Council Human Genetics Unit
in Edinburgh, UK and the Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute in Sydney, Australia
where he headed a research program focused on skeletal muscle development and
regeneration.
In 2016, he was appointed Director of ARMI at Monash University in Melbourne,
Australia. He is a recipient of a European Molecular Biology Organization Young
Investigators Award and a Wellcome Trust International Research Fellowship and
currently is a Principal Research Fellow with the National Health and Medical Research
Council in Australia. Professor Currie, along with Dr Georgina Hollway, from the Garvan
Institute of Medical Research and Dr Phong Nguyen from ARMI, won the UNSW 2015
Eureka Prize for Scientific Research. They were awarded the prize in recognition of their
groundbreaking research into stem cell generation.
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Mr Andrew Dyer
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Mr Andrew Dyer is Chairman of the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Council
and Information Technology System and Services and serves on the boards of the
Transport Accident Commission, BrightSource Energy Australia, the American Australian
Association, the Australian Solar Energy Society and The Good Foundation.

LEADERSHIP ADVISORY BOARD

Dr Tangerine Holt
Dr Tangerine Holt joined KPMG as a Director, bringing with her more than 20 years
higher education industry experience in academic and senior leadership positions.
Dr Holt has both Australian and international experience in academic design, program
development and delivery, research, educational leadership, change management,
governance and strategic planning in higher education.
Her extensive experience in the delivery of globally relevant education, an
understanding of global trends and external environmental impacts on high-quality
education and research has resulted in strategic initiatives and change within complex,
internationally diverse organisational environments.
These translated into key outcomes for the Australian-American Fulbright Commission,
Monash University and the University of Louisville, Kentucky, across domestic
and international engagement through significant partnerships with universities,
government, scholarship bodies and the community; establishment of new programs
in medical and health professional education, enhanced the student experience and
ensured academic quality; and financial management and sustainability.

Mr Jeremy Nestel
Mr Jeremy Nestel joined the ARMILAB in September 2018. His professional career
includes senior executive roles at Citibank in Australia, London and Hong Kong. Before
joining Citibank, Jeremy was CFO/COO of Aetna International’s Asset Management
business in Hong Kong. From 1982 to 1986 he was an Insolvency Principal at Arthur
Andersen, Hong Kong. Currently, Mr Nestel is the owner and principal of Avisford
Private Capital Consultancy, providing a broad range of investment related services
and strategic business advice to Australian and international clients.
As a qualified Chartered Accountant, Mr Nestel has considerable specialised expertise
in assisting family-based businesses. He served as Chairman of the Board on Monash
University’s Medical Foundation (2012–2017) and is currently a member of the Monash
University Investment Advisory Committee. Mr Nestel is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants Australia and has a Bachelor of Science in Economics from the
University of Hull (UK).

Associate Professor David Rhodes joined the ARMI Leadership Advisory Board in
2016. He is an Adjunct Associate Professor at the Monash Institute of Materials
Engineering, Monash University and has had a long career in commercialisation of
science with senior roles at publicly listed companies including Avexa, Admedus and
AdAlta.
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Associate Professor David Rhodes
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LEADERSHIP ADVISORY BOARD

Mr Silvio Tiziani
Mr Silvio Tiziani is Director of External Strategy and Planning at ARMI and Chief
Operating Officer for the Centre for Commercialisation of Regenerative Medicine
(CCRM) Australia.
At ARMI, his focus is on external engagement, strategic planning and communications
for the Institute, as well as identifying and developing the Institute’s national and
international strategic alliances.
Mr Tiziani played a central role in establishing CCRM Australia to support the
commercialisation of Australian regenerative medicine technologies, securing
operational funding for the initiative and developing a national network of partner
organisations.
His knowledge of the national and international regenerative medicine ecosystem
including current academic and clinical research, government policy, private funding
organisations and the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries is central to his
success in establishing initiatives that promote and build Australia’s regenerative
medicine capacity.

Dr Zita Unger
Dr Zita Unger has a distinguished career spanning 15 years as an evaluator, educator
and entrepreneur, drawing on extensive knowledge of organisational development,
business acumen and governance to bring valuable contributions at the Board level. Dr
Unger gained her doctorate in sociology of education at the University of Melbourne.

Ms Sonya Walker
Ms Sonya Walker is a business leader (matrix roles across Region Manager/General
Manager/Commercial Management/Program and Project Director) with strengths in the
building of strong teams and the delivery of results. She has an excellent track record
in the delivery of major organisation change initiatives with integrated commercial and
consulting services components.
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With a background in information technology, banking and finance, commercial and
public sectors Ms Walker is also engaged in numerous community projects and has
contributed as an MC, panel guest and Adviser for Australian IT Industry Association
(AIIA), ICT, Public sector and Sustainability in Innovation initiatives.
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SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD

Professor Dame Kay Davies (Chair), DBE, FMedSci, FRS, University of Oxford, UK
Dr Anne Ephrussi, European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany
Professor Gordon Fishell, Harvard University, USA
Professor Simon Foote, Australian National University, Australia
Professor Tony Green, University of Cambridge, UK
Professor Benjamin Kile, Monash University, Australia
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Professor Christine Wells, University of Melbourne, Australia
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DEVELOPMENT ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The Development Engagement
Committee is a subcommittee of
the ARMILAB. As requested by the
ARMILAB, the committee support
major gift level funding submissions to
government, trusts and foundations,
corporations, major philanthropists,
venture philanthropists and investors.
Dr Tangerine Holt, Chair
Dr Joachim Berger
Professor Claude Bernard
Ms Michelle Gallaher
Dr Peter Rogers
Dr Avnika Ruparelia
Dr Zita Unger
Meeting dates
26 March
17 April
22 October
27 November

COLLABORATING WITH GOVERNMENT TO ADVANCE
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE RESEARCH
ARMI welcomed Gavin Jennings
MLC, Special Minister of State and
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, earlier this
month to discuss strategies to develop
stem cell research and regenerative
medicine in Victoria, translation and
commercialisation of our research, and
strengthening industry and clinical ties,
both locally and globally.
ARMI also welcomed a delegation from
the US Consulate and Fiona Patten MP,
Leader of the Reason Party (pictured
with Institute Director, Peter Currie and
Dr Zita Unger). We were excited to share
the regenerative medicine research that
was happening in our labs, and to show
off the tools and facilities that we use to
make new discoveries in the field.
Thank you to both ARMI’s Development
Engagement Committee and
Parliamentary Liaison Committee for
organising the visits.
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Professor Peter Currie (left) welcoming The
Hon. Gavin Jennings MLC (right) to ARMI.
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From L to R: Dr Zita Unger and Professor Peter Currie (ARMI Leadership Advisory Board
members) and Ms Fiona Patten MP observing epaulette sharks.

INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Associate Professor David Rhodes,
Chair – Adjunct Associate Professor,
Monash University, Australia; Senior
executive Head of Drug Discovery and
Senior Vice-President Biology, Avexa
Ltd, Australia
Dr Damien Bates – Chief Scientific
Officer and Head of Translational
Medicine, BioCurate, Australia; Senior
Advisor, Sanbio, USA
Dr Paul Bello – Innovation Lead,
Industrial Biotechnology, Innovate, UK
Dr Julie M Cherrington – Member
of the Scientific Advisory Board,
Clearity Foundation, USA; Advisor in
entrepreneurship initiatives, UC San
Francisco, UC Davis and CLSI, USA

Dr Julian Chick – Director, SkinLife
Products, Australia
Dr Jonathan Fitzgerald – Vice-President
of Program Management, Torque
Therapeutics, USA
Dr Lusia Guthrie – Chairman, Clever
Culture Systems AG, Switzerland; Nonexecutive Director, 4Dx Limited, Australia;
Director, ANDHealth, Australia; Chair,
Industry Advisory Committee, Medicines
Manufacturing Innovation Centre,
Monash University, Australia; Member,
ARMI Industry Advisory Committee,
Monash University, Australia
Ms Sara Mary Hall – Senior Advisor,
Oxford BioMedica (UK) Ltd; Member,
Board of Directors University of Kansas
Innovation and Collaboration (KUIC),
USA; Member of the commercialisation
arm of Kansas University Main Campus/
Kansas University Medical Center, USA;
Director and Executive Committee
member, BioKansas, USA
Professor Abid Khan – Deputy ViceChancellor and Vice-President (Global
Engagement), Monash University,
Australia

Professor Kenneth Lee – Chief,
Developmental and Regenerative
Biology Thematic Research Program,
School of Biomedical Sciences at
the Chinese University of Hong Kong
(CUHK), China; Director, Key Laboratory
for Regenerative Medicine, Ministry
of Education, China; Director, CUHKSouthampton Joint Laboratory for
Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine,
China; CEO, StapWorks Stem Cell
Limited, Hong Kong, China; Prestigious
Professor, Chinese Academy of Science,
China; Visiting Professor, Robert Gordon
University, Scotland, UK
Mr Silvio Tiziani – Director of External
Strategy and Planning at ARMI and
Chief Operating Officer for the Centre
for Commercialisation of Regenerative
Medicine (CCRM) Australia
Mr Gordon Waldron – CEO, Sequoia
Business Solutions, France
Meeting dates
9 May
13 November

COMPLIANCE AND ETHICS COMMITTEES

To ensure that ARMI complies with external standards, regulations and genetic
guidelines for genetic manipulation and biosafety, the Institute follows the rules and
regulations outlined by the following committees:
Monash University Institutional Biosafety Committee (MUIBC)
Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee (MUHREC)
Monash University Animal Ethics Committee (MARP, BSCI and MIPS)
Monash University Radiation Advisory Committee
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The Industry Advisory Committee is a
subcommittee of the ARMILAB. The
committee ensures that ARMI is attuned
to industry-related regenerative medicine
trends by acting as a strategic scanning
mechanism and assisting ARMI in
identifying needs and opportunities.
It provides advice to ARMILAB and
Institute Leadership on current and
emerging regenerative medicine industry
practice and technological development
to inform the Institute’s research program
and related activities.
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Professor Peter Currie, Director of ARMI
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Mr Silvio Tiziani, Director, External
Strategy and Planning, ARMI
Ms Penny Rowlett, Institute Manager,
ARMI

Professor James Bourne
Professor Peter Currie
Dr Gonzalo del Monte-Nieto
Dr Robin Hobbs
Dr Harald Janovjak
Dr Jan Kaslin
Associate Professor Andrew Laslett
(CSIRO)
Professor Graham Lieschke
Professor Christophe Marcelle
Associate Professor Mikaël Martino
Dr Toby Merson (Chair)
Associate Professor Edwina McGlinn
Professor Andras Nagy
Professor Susie Nilsson (CSIRO)
Professor José Polo
Dr Mirana Ramialison
Dr Alberto Roselló-Díez
Dr Jennifer Zenker
Ms Penny Rowlett (Institute Manager)

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
Ms Laura Crilley, Executive Officer
Ms Jane McCausland, Manager Student
Programs
Ms Heather Marriott, Events Coordinator

RESOURCES AND SCIENTIFIC
SERVICES
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Ms Renae Hayle, Manager
Ms Radana Ninkovic
Mr Quoc Duy Tran
Ms Nilakshi Raynayake
Ms Xiaoxue Ma
Ms Adrienne Calder
Ms Mitra Amiri Khabooshan
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Meeting dates
31 January
28 February
28 March
30 May
27 June
25 July
29 August
26 September
31 October
28 November
19 December

SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
COMMITTEE
Renae Hayle				
Manager
Radana Ninkovic				
ARMI Store
William Kwan				
Bourne Group
Carmen Sonntag				
Currie Group
Silke Berger				
Currie Group, alternative member
Julien Legrand				
Hobbs Group
Mitra Amiri				
Kaslin Group
Alon Douek				
Kaslin Group
Celia Van De Standt			
Kaslin Group, alternative member
Nadege Veron				
del Monto-Nieto Group
Josie Lawrence				
Lieschke Group
Vahid Pazhakh				
Lieschke Group
Hila Barzilai-Tutsch			
Marcelle Group
Anthony Park 				
Martino Group
Lulu Xing					
Merson Group
Lisa Wong				
McGlinn Group
Laurie Ma				
Nagy Group, alternative member
Natalie Payne				
Nagy Group
Jeannette Hallab 				
Ramialison Group
Mia De Seram				
Janovjak Group
Cindy Qu				
Roselló-Díez Group
Maddie Fulton				
Nilsson and Laslett Groups
Claire Hirst				
Nillegoda Group
Suzanne Wang				
Nillegoda Group
Meeting dates
15 March
5 July
25 October

ARMI COMMITTEES

Ms Renae Hayle		
Manager – Resources & Scientific
Services and Safety Officer

STUDENT PROGRAMS
COMMITTEE
Professor Graham Lieschke		
Chair, HDR Coordinator

Vacant				
Biosafety Officer

Associate Professor Edwina McGlinn
Deputy Chair

William Kwan			
First Aid Coordinator

Professor Tobias Merson		
ARMI Group Leader

Vacant				
Radiation Safety Officer

Dr Alberto Roselló-Díez		
ARMI Group Leader

Penny Rowlett			
Institute Manager

Associate Professor Mikaël Martino
ARMI and EMBL Australia Group Leader
(ARMI and EMBL)

Alex Zuperman		
Faculty OHS Advisor
Hakan Tarakci			
Student Representative
Rodney Glanvill		
Aquarium Manager
Ruth Oliver			
Environmental Advisor
Vacant				
Health and Safety Representative
Jihane Homman-Ludiye
Environmental Officer
Meeting dates
13 March
12 June
4 August
27 November

Ms Jane McCausland			
Student Programs Leader
Associate Professor Andrew Laslett
CSIRO representative
(CSIRO)
Mr Kevin Chang			
Student representative
Ms Jasmine Poh			
Student representative
Ms Penny Rowlett			
ARMI Institute Manager
Meeting dates
26 February
21 May
6 August
19 December
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Student name

Position

Team

Supervisor

Co-supervisor

Project title

Alex Mott

2019 Honours
Student

Martino Group

Associate
Professor Mikaël
Martino

Not applicable

Characterising an extracellular
matrix-binding form of PDGF-AB
to promote tissue healing

Alisha WoulfeFlanagan

International
Visiting
Undergraduate
Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Not applicable
Bourne

Emma
Steijvers

International
Visiting
Undergraduate
Student

Roselló-Díez

Dr Alberto
Roselló-Díez

Not applicable

Avinash
Fernandes

Master of
Nillegoda Group
Biotechnology
Student –
Research project
BRM5021

Dr Nadinath
Nillegoda

Not applicable

The role of amyloid aggregation in
neurodegeneration

Baria Khan

Master of
Nillegoda Group
Biotechnology
Student –
Research project
BRM5021

Dr Nadinath
Nillegoda

Not applicable

The role and regulation of
the Hsp70 network in protein
disaggregation

Timothy Krelle

Master of
del Monte-Nieto
Biotechnology
Group
Student –
Research project
BRM5021

Dr Gonzalo del
Monte-Nieto

Not applicable

Characterisation of the cardiac
ECM during trabeculation

Minh Dat
Nguyen

Master of
Martino Group
Biotechnology
Student –
Research project
BRM5021

Associate
Professor Mikaël
Martino

Not applicable

Neuro-immune crosstalk and
the regulatory roles of calcitonin
gene-related peptide in tissue
regeneration

Mohammad
Dihan Syed

Master of
Kaslin Group
Biotechnology
Student –
Research project
BRM5021

Dr Jan Kaslin

Not applicable

Determining the significance
of secretory and mechanical
factors in the activation of neural
progenitor cells in zebrafish
following spinal cord injury

Ciaren Kett

Master of
Barr Group
Biotechnology
Student –
(External)
Research project
BRM5021

Dr Jeremy Barr

Not applicable

Capturing phage-bacterial
dynamics in gut-on-chip devices
and comparing lytic and lysogenic
lifecycle

Luisa Kielty

Master of
Barr Group
Biotechnology
Student –
(External)
Research project
BRM5021

Dr Jeremy Barr

Not applicable

Developing a phage cocktail
against common HAI
P.aeruginosa strains and assess
the biocompatibility of phages;
with HAF/HAK in vitro cultures

Student name

Position

Zhiran Zhai

Team

Supervisor

Co-supervisor

Project title

Master of
Xiao Group
Biotechnology
Student –
(External)
Research project
BRM5021

Professor Zhicheng Xiao

Not applicable

Determine role of carnosic acid
in cell survival and differentiation
of dissociated human pluripotent
stem cells

Dylan Fox

HDR Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Dr Inaki Carril
Bourne

The role of the inferior pulvinar on
the development of visually guided
behaviours

Jack Scott

HDR Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Not applicable
Bourne

Examining changes to behaviour
in the marmoset following early-life
lesions of the medial pulvinar

Seyed
Hosseini Fin
Nafiseh

HDR Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Not applicable
Bourne

Elucidating the role of microglia
in the maturation of the primate
neocortex

Mervyn Dauer

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

The role of Myo18b in sarcomere
assembly

Samuel
Keenan

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Dr Mirana
Ramialison/Dr
Frank Tulenko

Molecular mechanisms that
generate muscle cell type diversity
during vertebrate evolution

Hakan Tarakci

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Dr Joachim
Berger

Dissecting the role of sarcomere
assembly in the pathology of
human congenital myopathy

Jessica
Manneken

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Investigating the dynamics of
Fibroadipogenic Progenitors
(FAPs) in muscle injury and muscle
wound repair

Rebecca Dale

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Evolution of vertebrate muscle
patterning systems

Abbas (Adrian)
Salavaty
Hosein Abadi

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Identification and functional
analysis of novel long non-coding
RNAs involved in drifting, clonal
expansion and differentiating
muscle stem cells

Duy Tran

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Characterisation of muscle aging
and macrophage in zebrafish

Hue Mai La

HDR Student

Hobbs Group

Dr Robin Hobbs

Dr Jan Kaslin

Role of Tsc-22 domain family
members in germline stem cell
function

AlexandraMadelaine
Tichy

HDR Student

Janovjak Group

Dr Harald
Janovjak

Not applicable

All-optical interrogation of
bone cell behaviour in extreme
environments

Christina
Gangemi

HDR Student

Janovjak Group

Dr Harald
Janovjak

Not applicable

Optical stimulation of pancreatic
beta-cells: regenerating blood
glucose levels in diabetes

Celia
Vandestadt

HDR Student

Kaslin Group

Dr Jan Kaslin

Professor
Graham
Lieschke

The role of acute inflammation and
immune cells in boosting neural
regeneration

Sebastian
Stamatis

HDR Student

Kaslin Group

Dr Jan Kaslin

Not applicable

Making and shaping a vertebrate
brain: defining the cellular and
genetic drivers of CNS growth
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Student name

Position

Team

Supervisor

Co-supervisor

Project title

Alon Douek

HDR Student

Kaslin Group

Dr Jan Kaslin

Not applicable

Investigating neural stem and
progenitor cell fate determinants in
the regenerating zebrafish brain

Oliver Trusler

HDR Student

Laslett Group

Associate
Professor
Andrew Laslett

Not applicable

Differentiation of human
pluripotent stem cells to
mammary cell types: influence of
BRCA mutations

Abdulsalam
Isiaku

HDR Student

Lieschke Group

Professor
Graham
Lieschke

Not applicable

Neutrophil antimicrobial activities
during infection in vivo – studies
using zebrafish models

Harriet Manley

HDR Student

Lieschke Group

Professor
Graham
Lieschke

Dr Cristina
Keightley

Characterisation of the role of
ZBTB11 in haematopoiesis

Rezvan Karami HDR Student

Martino Group

Associate
Professor Mikaël
Martino

Dr Ziad Julier

Designing new growth factor
delivery system for the treatment
of chronic wounds

Yasmin
Alshoubaki

HDR Student

Martino Group

Associate
Professor Mikaël
Martino

Not applicable

The role of T cells in cardiac repair
– mechanisms and therapeutic
targets

Celeste Piotto

HDR Student

Martino Group

Associate
Professor Mikaël
Martino

Not applicable

Promoting tissue regeneration
via specific delivery of miRNAs to
macrophages

Bhavana Nayer HDR Student

Martino Group

Associate
Professor Mikaël
Martino

Not applicable

In vivo reprogramming of somatic
cells into multipotent stem cells
capable of tissue regeneration

Jasmine Poh

HDR Student

Merson Group

Dr Toby Merson

Not applicable

The role of intrinsic and extrinsic
cues in regulating remyelination of
the central nervous system

Yi-Cheng
Chang

HDR Student

McGlinn Group

Associate
Professor
Edwina McGlinn

Not applicable

The role of miR-196 in cardiac
development and disease

Gabriel
Hauswirth

HDR Student

McGlinn Group

Associate
Professor
Edwina McGlinn

Not applicable

Regulatory architecture of the
trunk-to-tail transition

Xiaoxue Ma

HDR Student

Nagy Group

Dr Natalie Payne Professor
Andras Nagy

Developing safe ‘designer’ stem
cell therapies for the treatment of
multiple sclerosis

Claire
Pritchard

HDR Student

Nilsson Group

Professor Susie
Nilsson

Not applicable

The role of alpha9beta1 integrin
in the drug resistance of acute
lymphoblastic leukaemia

Tanveer
Ahmad

HDR Student

Nilsson Group

Professor Susie
Nilsson

Not applicable

Investigation of novel interplay
between SRSF3 and the
nonsense-mediated decay
pathways

Joseph Chen

HDR Student

Polo Group

Professor José
Polo

Assistant
Professor Owen
Rackham
(external)

Using the Mogrify algorithm to
study induced pluripotency and
direct reprogramming

Gulrez Chahal

HDR Student

Ramialison
Group

Dr Mirana
Ramialison

Dr Sonika Tyagi

Contribution of non-coding
regulatory elements to congenital
heart disease

Student name

Position

Team

Supervisor

Co-supervisor

Project title

Lisa Waylen

HDR Student

Ramialison
Group

Dr Mirana
Ramialison

Not applicable

Formation of boundaries in the
lateral plate mesoderm

Elham
Ahmadzadeh

HDR Student

Roselló-Díez
Group

Dr Alberto
Roselló-Díez

Not applicable

Molecular, cellular and tissular
mechanisms of bone catch-up
growth

Pearl Monteiro

HDR Student

Zenker Group

Not applicable

Dr Alex Pinto

Live embryo visualisation to
uncover how microtubule
remodelling directs cell lineage
specification

Neda Rahmani
Mehdiabadi

External HDR
Student

Elliot Group

Dr David Elliot

Not applicable

Harnessing stem cells to develop
regenerative therapies for
childhood heart disease

Haixing Wang

International
Visiting HDR
Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Leonie
Alderman

International
Visiting HDR
Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Francisco
Juan

International
Visiting HDR
Student

Lieschke Group

Professor
Graham
Lieschke

Not applicable

Marko
Schwestka

International
Visiting HDR
Student

Lieschke Group

Professor
Graham
Lieschke

Not applicable

Gauthier
Toulouse

International
Visiting HDR
Student

Marcelle Group

Professor
Christophe
Marcelle

Not applicable

Luana Nunes
Santos

International
Visiting HDR
Student

Ramialison
Group

Dr Mirana
Ramialison

Not applicable

Christina
Schlagheck

International
Visiting HDR
Student

Ramialison
Group

Dr Mirana
Ramialison

Not applicable

Dylan
Panacheril

UROP Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Not applicable
Bourne

Cognitive behaviour – a
biomarker for developmental and
degenerative brain disorders

Emma Klein

UROP Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Understanding muscle ageing
using zebrafish and killifish models

Avindya Perera UROP Student

del Monte-Nieto
Group

Dr Gonzalo del
Monte-Nieto

Not applicable

Molecular regulation of ventricular
trabeculation during heart
development in the mouse

Sufi Salleh

UROP Student

Hobbs Group

Dr Robin Hobbs

Not applicable

Understanding mechanisms of
gene expression regulation in
germline stem cells

Zoe Freihofer

UROP Student

Janovjak Group

Dr Harald
Janovjak

Not applicable

Allosteric modulation of a
light-sensing receptor in the
regeneration of pancreatic betacells

Jonathan
Makar

UROP Student

Kaslin Group

Dr Jan Kaslin

Not applicable

Neural regeneration and
developmental disease modelling
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Student name

Position

Team

Supervisor

Co-supervisor

Project title

Nicola Ma

UROP Student

McGlinn Group

Associate
Professor
Edwina McGlinn

Not applicable

Modelling embryonic development
using pluripotent stem cells

Molly Ellery

UROP Student

Merson Group

Dr Toby Merson

Not applicable

Generation of a novel druginducible DNA recombinase

Henry (Shihao)
Zhou

UROP Student

Nagy Group

Professor
Andras Nagy

Not applicable

Regulation of macrophage
plasticity by MiR.155 in MS

Michael Chan

UROP Student

Nillegoda Group

Dr Nadinath
Nillegoda

Not applicable

Deciphering the J-domain protein
network in human cells using
optogenetics

Martin Nikolov

UROP Student

Ramialison
Group

Dr Mirana
Ramialison

Not applicable

Cracking the code to build a
healthy heart

Thy Nguyen

UROP Student

Roselló-Díez
Group

Dr Alberto
Roselló-Díez

Not applicable

‘Braining in’ musculoskeletal
defects: role of the nervous
system in bone growth and repair

Tasneem AlRashdi

UROP Student

Zenker Group

Dr Jennifer
Zenker

Not applicable

Watching life in real time beyond
the cellular level – how the
cytoskeleton regulates cell type
diversity

HDR – Higher Degree by Research includes Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), research Masters degrees and other professional higher
degrees by research.
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Student name

Position

Team

Supervisor

Co-supervisor

Project title

Ray Shu

2018 Honours
Student

Laslett Group

Associate
Professor
Andrew Laslett

Not applicable

Identification and optimisation of
new cell surfaces for hepatocyte
differentiation derived from human
pluripotent stem cells

Abigail
McGovern

2018 Honours
Student

Merson Group

Dr Toby Merson

Not applicable

The whole picture: the anatomy
of oligodendrocytes and their
progenitors in the mouse brain

Ali Sadeq

2018 Honours
Student

McGlinn Group

Associate
Professor
Edwina McGlinn

Not applicable

Novel integration of signalling
pathways during craniofacial
development

Anthony
Boghdadi

HDR Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Dr Jihane
The Nogo receptor and its ligands
Bourne
Homman-Ludiye are responsible for repair inhibition
following cortical ischemia

Chia-Kang
(Kevin) Chang

HDR Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Not applicable
Bourne

Correlating visual network
functionality with behaviour using
novel molecular techniques

Danni
Ratnayake

HDR Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Dr Alasdair
Wood

Generation of the muscle stem
cell compartment for regeneration
and its utilisation during repair

Daniel
Colquhoun

HDR Student

Kaslin Group

Dr Jan Kaslin

Dr Ben Lindsey

The role of immune cells and the
transcription factor Hmga1 in
boosting neural regeneration

Laura Galvis
Vargas

HDR Student

Marcelle Group

Professor
Christophe
Marcelle

Professor Peter
Currie

Interrogating gene networks
controlling skeletal muscle
progenitor cell fate

Darren Rajit

UROP Student

Bourne Group

Professor James Not applicable
Bourne

A psychophysical approach to
understanding animal behaviour

Julian Petris

UROP Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Investigation of chromatin
changes in haematopoetic stem
cells (HSCs) in zebrafish mutants

Vanessa
Wilson

UROP Student

Currie Group

Professor Peter
Currie

Not applicable

Investigation of the mechanism of
sarcopenia

Olivia
D’Rozario

UROP Student

McGlinn Group

Associate
Professor
Edwina McGlinn

Not applicable

Pluripotent stem cell approaches
to model development

Hannah Burke

UROP Student

Ramialison
Group

Dr Mirana
Ramialison

Not applicable

Immersive visualisation of real-time
bio-sensor data

Santiago
Beltran Diaz

UROP Student

Roselló-Díez
Group

Dr Alberto
Roselló-Díez

Not applicable

Deciphering cell-cell dynamics
during long bone catch-up growth

HDR – Higher Degree by Research includes Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), research Masters degrees and other professional higher
degrees by research.
UROP – the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program offers paid (casual) research experience in research laboratories.
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Date

Speaker

University/company

Title

12 February

Professor Thomas Kay St Vincent’s Institute,
Australia

Progress towards pathogenesis-based treatments for
type 1 diabetes

12 March

Professor Vincent
Christoffels

Academic Medical
Centre, The
Netherlands

Transcriptional regulation in the post MI border zone
cardiomyocytes

2 April

Associate Professor
Kelli MacDonald

QIMR Berghofer
Medical Research
Institute, Australia

Identifying targetable mediators of fibrosis to prevent
and treat chronic GVHD

28 May

Dr Peter Zandstra

University of British
Columbia, Canada

Engineering stem cell fate and function

4 June

Associate Professor
Natalie Sims

St Vincent’s Institute,
Australia

Development and maintenance of cortical bone
strength by SOCS3, PTHrP and EphrinB2

16 July

Professor Benjamin
Kile

Monash University,
Australia

Mitochondrial herniation triggered by Bak/Baxmediated damage

17 September

Professor James
Briscoe

Francis Crick Institute,
UK

Building the spinal cord: the cellular and molecular logic
of neural tube development

26 November

Associate Professor
Danny Hatters

University of
Melbourne, Australia

Impact of protein aggregation and protein quality
control in Huntington’s disease

APPENDIX 5 – GRANTS

NEW GRANTS
Granting body

Description/Title

Professor James
Bourne

ARC Discovery Project

From gene to duty: the emergence of the complex brain

560,876

Professor Peter
Currie

ARC Discovery Project

How does a fin become a limb? The role of somite cells

392,962

NHMRC Project Grant

Defining the molecular basis of macrophage-mediated
muscle stem cell activation

496,444

Muscular Dystrophy
Australia

Correcting muscle stem cell dynamics in Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy

390,621

ARC Discovery Project

Endocardial sprouting and mechano-signalling in heart
trabeculation

219,000

National Heart
Foundation

Heart Foundation Fellowship

361,620

National Heart
Foundation

Heart Foundation Project

160,000

Dr Robin Hobbs

NHMRC Project Grant

Regulatory networks defining stem cell populations in the
adult male germline

392,882

Dr Jan Kaslin

Cerebral Palsy Alliance

Using zebrafish to model genetic causes of cerebral palsy

125,000

Professor Graham
Lieschke

NHMRC Project Grant

Defining the molecular basis of macrophage-mediated
muscle stem cell activation

496,444

Dr Tobias Merson

CASS Foundation

Does regeneration of normal-appearing myelin improve
functional recovery in a mouse model of multiple sclerosis

55,000

Dr Natalie Payne

CASS Foundation

Developing universal donor stem cells for regenerative
medicine applications

55,000

Dr Mirana
Ramialison

ARC Discovery Project

Formation of boundaries in the developing embryo

NHMRC Project Grant

Regulatory networks defining stem cell populations in the
adult male germline

77,600

CSL Ltd Student
Industry Intern

Gulrez Chahal

15,000

CSL Ltd Student
Industry Intern

Gulrez Chahal

5,500

Dr Gonzalo del
Monte-Nieto

Total funding ($)

247,320

Dr Alberto
Roselló-Díez

Human Frontier
The long and short of inter-organ communication during
Science Program Grant the regulation of organ growth and repair

423,082

Dr Jennifer Zenker

Canadian Institute for
Advanced Research

110,700

CIFAR Azrieli Gobal Scholar
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CONTINUING GRANTS
Primary chief
investigator

Granting body

Description/Title

Professor James
Bourne

ARC Special Research
Initiatives

Development of a biocompatible hydrogel matrix for the
therapeutic delivery of cells and conjugated molecules to
the injured CNS

NHMRC Project Grant

The pulvinar is instrumental in the development of the
visual cortical networks

CSIRO

Development of a brain implant material

240,000

ARC Special Research
Initiatives

Neurogenesis in the injured nonhuman primate neocortex

558,856

NHMRC Project Grant

Functional neurogenesis in the injured neocortex of the
nonhuman primate

966,435

NHMRC Senior
Research Fellowship

Senior Research Fellowship

641,358

European Research
Council COREFEAR

Functional wiring of the core neural network of innate fear

339,082

NARSAD

A potential pulivar link to schizophrenia during
development

130,000

NHMRC Fellowship

Genetic basis for skeletal muscle formation and
regeneration in development and disease

883,575

NHMRC Project Grant

The role of Myo18b in myopathies and sarcomere
assembly

870,519

NHMRC Project Grant

Defining the molecular regulation of muscle stem cell
action during organ growth

746,647

NHMRC Project Grant

Mechanisms of muscle stem cell action in injury and
disease

815,479

NHMRC Project Grant

Defining the role of glycosylation in basement membrane
failure during muscular dystrophy

824,664

Dr Robin Hobbs

NHMRC Project Grant

Control of germline progenitor cell fate and fertility by the
mTORC1 signaling pathway

564,148

Dr Ziad Julier

Swiss National Science Engineering of immunomodulatory extracellular matrix
Fellowship
analogs to promote tissue regeneration and immune
tolerance

Dr Alexandra
Grubman

ARC/NHMRC
Dementia Fellowship

Anti-inflammatory copper complexes for treatment of
Alzheimer’s disease

603,622

Yulgibar Foundation

Using reprogramming to generate late onset Alzheimer’s
disease microglia

180,000

Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation

Beta-cell expansion through light simulations of the PI3K/
AKT pathway

128,056

University of Macau

Optogenetic analysis of kisspeptin receptor heterocomplexes in the hypothalamus

CSIRO Future Science
Fellowship in Synthetic
Biology

Optogenetic platforms and optical regulation of Oct4: lightcontrolled reprogramming
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Dr Harald Janovjak

Total funding ($)
166,000

1,207,780

98,395

25,931
223,675
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Primary chief
investigator

Granting body

Description/Title

Dr Jan Kaslin

NHMRC Project Grant

Defining signals in inflammation driven neural regeneration

554,634

Sanfilippo Children’s
Foundation

Creating a MPSIII zebrafish model and brain specific in vivo
lysosome reporter for drug screening and in vivo imaging
of disease pathology

44,605

Cure Sanfilippo

Creating a MPSIII zebrafish model and brain specific in vivo
lysosome reporter for drug screening and in vivo imaging
of disease pathology

44,855

Maddie Reiwoldt’s
Vision

Grant-In-Aid for research in bone marrow failure –
Discovering new genes that cause failure of bone marrow
neutrophil production

200,000

ARC Discovery Project

Nuclear plasticity during neutrophil migration and function

390,000

ARC Special Research
Initiatives

Myomaker

217,000

AFM – Telethon

Muscle fusion as a delivery mechanism to repair ailing
muscles from heritable muscle diseases – FUSION

183,858

ARC Special Research
Initiatives

ARC Stem Cells Australia Strategic Grant

NHMRC Project Grant

Engineering second generation growth factors and
cytokines for regenerative medicine applications

546,755

ARC DECRA

How T cells modulate stem cells and tissue regeneration

410,507

Associate Professor
Edwina McGlinn

ARC Discovery Project

Regulatory architecture of the trunk-to-tail transition

432,543

Dr Tobias Merson

NHMRC Project Grant

The role of neuronal activity in promoting remyelination of
the brain

1,013,410

ARC Future Fellowship

Assessing the mechanisms and dynamics of myelination
in the brain

557,423

Metals Manufactures
Ltd

MS Research Fellow

600,000

Multiple Sclerosis
Research Australia

The role of neuronal activity in promoting remyelination of
the brain

120,000

Professor Andras
Nagy

ARC CRC

CRC Association CRC-P60867

250,000

Professor Susie
Nilsson

ARC Special Research
Initiatives

Myomaker

NHMRC Project Grant

Bone marrow endothelial stem cells have the capacity to
form both the endothelial and haemopoietic hierarchies

Professor
Christophe Marcelle

Dr Mikaël Martino

1,882,082

25,000
1,394,125
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Primary chief
investigator

Granting body

Description/Title

Professor José Polo

ARC Future Fellowship

Unveiling the epigenome dynamics through the
pluripotency continuum

918,126

ARC Special Research
Initiatives

Exploring and manipulating cellular elasticity and the
epigenome

150,000

ARC Special Research
Initiatives

Myomaker

NHMRC Project Grant

Exploring and targeting the anti-inflammatory signalling
mechanisms of interleukin 37

NHMRC Project Grant

Unveiling the human reprogramming pathway

965,808

ARC Stem Cells
Australia Strategic
Grant

ARC Special Research Initiative

534,906

NHMRC Project Grant

Using direct reprogramming to generate and rejuvenate
haematopoietic stem cells

NHMRC Project Grant

Leveraging genomics strategies to generate adult neurons
from iPSCs and somatic cells

300,757

Cell Mogrify Australia
Ltd

Research Collaboration Agreement

109,000

Prostate Cancer
Foundation

A predictive computational framework for targeting
reprogramming of castrate resistant prostate cancer

NHMRC Project Grant

Genome-wide analysis of gene regulatory networks in
heart development and congenital heart disease

381,617

Sun Foundation

John & Carolyn Kirby Research Donation, Women in
Medical Research at ARMI

50,000

Rotary Global

PhD Scholarship, Graduate study in cardiac disease at the
Australian Regenerative Medicine Institute

81,242

Dr Ekaterina
Salimova

International Society of
Differentiation Inc.

ISD Editorial

13,600

Mr Silvio Tiziani

MTPConnect – CCRM
Aust Tranch II

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche II

340,000

Consortium Members
via CCRM Canada –
CCRM Aust Tranch II

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche II

66,000

TII Bioplatforms
Australia

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche II

50,000

TII CTM CRC

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche II

25,000

MTP Connect

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche I

200,000

DEDJTR

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche I

150,000

CCRM Canada

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche I

50,000

CSIRO

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche I

100,000

Cell Therapies

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche I

50,000

St Vincent’s IMR

CCRM Australia Consortium Tranche I

50,000
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Dr Mirana
Ramialison
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Total funding ($)

25,000
1,018,306

1,026,314

98,763

APPENDIX 6 – FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT

REVENUE
Revenue

Commonwealth
Government Grants

13%
Student Fees

2018 ($)

2017 ($)

Commonwealth
Government Grants1

$1,910,813

$2,602,314

$2,730,701

Student Fees2

$1,863,120

$723,034

$247,460

ARC

$1,399,990

$1,703,504

$1,588,085

NHMRC

$3,096,968

$2,486,493

$2,345,830

Competitive Non
Commonwealth Grants

$131,620

$85,000

$60,000

Other Public Sector State
Govt

$100,500

$223,675

$34,000

$34,000

Industry Australia Grants

$216,000

$48,605

Industry Australia
Donations, Bequests &
Foundations

$480,628

$2,365,169

Industry Intenational
Funding

$210,753

Industry International
Competitive

$486,681

$326,452

Cooperative Research
Centres

$125,000

$62,500

$6,282,141

$7,335,398

$4,583,643

$427,964

$419,690

$449,862

Other Grants & Donations

$4,352

$14,247

$6,119

Other Revenues

$1,262

$157

$3,715,685

$2,693,991

$1,659,960

$14,205,338

$13,788,833

$9,677,744

Research3

Industry Australia
Contracts

44%
Research

Research total
Commercial

3%
Commercial

26%
Internal Monash
Grants & Support

Internal Monash Grants
& Support
TOTAL

$34,000

$126,040
$31,678
$398,009

1 Commonwealth Government Grants denotes DEEWR funding (Australian
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations) which includes
Commonwealth Grants Scheme (CGS) & Student Contributions (SSC); Research
Training Scheme (RTS); Research Support Program (RSP)
2 Student Fees includes Australian and International students – HDR Postgraduate
(PhD, Masters, Master of Biotechnology) and Undergraduate (Honours).
3 Research revenue includes Competitive and Noncompetitive Commonwealth and
Non Commonwealth (see suggestion below)
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2019 ($)
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INDEX

10th anniversary
14
Alzheimer’s disease
40, 52, 54
AquaCore
37, 58
Aquatics Research Platform
58
Australia, Brazil and Chile (ABC)
Network
34
Australian Regenerative Medicine
Institute
areas of focus
8
discovery pipelines
40
supporting ARMI
10
vision and mission
9
Avian Research Platform
59
Axolotl
58
Blood cells
46, 49
Bone marrow
26
Brain injury
49, 53, 54
Bernard, Claude
39, 63, 68, 70
Brough, Andrew
64
Brumby, John
2
Cancer
48, 50, 56
Cardiovascular disease
40, 44, 49
CCRM
23, 28, 32
Central nervous system
54
Centre for Commercialisation of
Regenerative Medicine
32
Chairman
2
Murphy, Tim
63
Chinese University of Hong Kong
33
Committees
68, 69, 70, 71
Congenital heart disease
27, 43
Contact
89
CSIRO
24, 53, 57,59
CUHK
33
Diabetes
56
Director
4
Currie, Peter
42, 64
Dyer, Andrew
64
EMBL Australia
8, 32
Ethics
69
European Molecular Biology
Laboratory Australia
8, 32
External speakers
82
Funding
17
Governance 57, 60, 61, 62, 67, 68, 69,
70, 71
Grants
17
Heart
22, 25
88

Holt, Tangerine
65
Immunity
22, 46
Industry mentoring program
23, 30
Internal review
57
International mentoring program 23, 29
International visitors
33, 82
Kirk, Janine
2, 4
Leadership Advisory Board
62
Location
89
Microtubules
48
Monash Transgenic Quail Facility
59
Multiple sclerosis
40, 49, 54
Murphy, Tim
2, 63
Muscle development
42
Nestel, Jeremy
65
Neural regeneration
40, 53, 54
Opening the vault series
38
Organ engineering
40, 56, 44
Osaka University
35
Parkinson’s disease
19, 56
Parliamentary Liaison Group
37
Patterson, Kay
37
Publications
72
high-impact publications
17
Researchers
Bourne, James
53
Currie, Peter
42, 64
del Monte-Nieto, Gonzalo
17, 44
Hobbs, Robin
48
Janovjak, Harald
56
Kaslin Jan
54
Laslett, Andrew
49
Lieschke, Graham
46
Marcelle, Christophe
42
Martino, Mikaël
46
McGlinn, Edwina
42
Merson, Toby
54
Nagy, Andras
49
Nillegoda, Nadinath
54
Nilsson, Susie
50
Polo, José
51
Ramialison, Mirana
43
Roselló-Díez, Alberto
17, 56
Zenker, Jennifer
17, 48
Rhodes, David
65
Scientific Advisory Board
67
Seminars
82

Sharks
Social media
Staff
Stem cells and regeneration

58
37
70
40, 48,
49, 50
40, 49, 53
21
21
22

Stroke
Student authors
Student awards
Student exchange
Student programs
Honours
21
Master of Biotechnology
21
postdoctoral and postgraduate
21
undergraduate
21
Student supervision
76
Students
graduating students
81
postgraduate
21
undergraduate
21
Systems biology
43
Technical facilities
AquaCore
58
Monash Transgenic Quail Facility 59
Tissue repair
46, 48
Transgenic quails
59
Tiziani, Silvio
65
Unger, Zita
65
Walker, Sonya
65
Zebrafish
18, 26, 42, 43, 46, 54, 58

CONTACT AND LOCATION INFORMATION

CONTACT
Australian Regenerative Medicine Institute
15 Innovation Walk
Monash University Clayton Campus, Clayton, VIC, 3800
Australia
Tel: +61 3 9902 9600
Fax: +61 3 9902 9729
www.armi.org.au
Copies of this document can be obtained via
www.armi.org or by contacting ARMI.

LOCATION
Australian Regenerative
Medicine Institute
CCRM Australia

Monash Fwy
To City
Forster Road

Monash University, Clayton Campus
Level 1, 15 Innovation Walk

Location and Parking Map

Ferntree Gully Road
Gardiner Road

Key to parking
■ Visitors car park

For a detailed campus
map, download the
Monash app from the
apps store

Normanby Road

Bayview Ave

15

Innovation Walk

Innovation
Walk

To City

Prin

ces

Hig

TAXI/CAR
Pick up/
drop off
(alternative
entrance)
Cinque
Lire Cafe

Main
entrance
to ARMI
building

hw

ay

Monash Highway (Wellington Road)
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Innovation Walk

Clayton Road

Boundary Road

P
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